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Section 1: RADARS AT: The Antarctic Mapping Project 
Dr. Kenneth C. Jezek 

1.0 Introduction 
On November 4, 1995, the Canadian RADARSAT was carried aloft by a NASA 
rocket launched from Vandenburg Air Force Base. Radarsat is equipped with a C-band 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) capable of acquiring high resolution (25 m) images of 
Earth's surface day or night and under all weather conditions. Along with the attributes 
familiar to researchers working with SAR data from the European Space Agency's Earth 
Remote Sensing Satellite and the Japanese Earth Resources Satellite, RADARSAT will 
have enhanced flexibility to collect data using a variety of swath widths, incidence angles 
and resolutions. Most importantly, for scientists interested in Antarctica, the agreement 
for a U.S. launch of RADARSAT includes a provision for rotating in orbit the normally 
right-looking SAR to a left-looking mode. This 'Antarctic Mode' will provide for the first 
time a nearly instantaneous, high resolution view of the entirety of Antarctica on each of 
two proposed mappings separated by 2 years. This is an unprecedented opportunity to 
finish mapping one of the few remaining uncharted regions of the Earth. The completed 
maps will also provide two important benchmarks for gauging changes of Antarctica's ice 
cover. 
The preparation of a digital mosaic of Antarctica is being conducted under a 
NASA Pathfinder Project awarded to the Byrd Polar Research Center of The Ohio State 
University. The primary goal of this proposal is to compile digital SAR mosaics of the 
entire Antarctic continent using a combination of standard and extended beams during the 
"Antarctic Mode" of the Radarsat Mission. Agreements with the Canadian Space Agency 
call for the first Antarctic Mapping Manuever to occur in September, 1997. A mission 
plan to coordinate that complex acquisition and downlinking of Antarctic data has been 
developed by NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The Alaska SAR Facility (ASF) will 
be used as the primary data collection site supported by collections at the Canadian 
Gatineau and Prince Albert Ground Stations. ASF will process data into images which 
will be sent to OSU for compositing into map products using state-of-the-art equipment 
to be designed by Vexcel Corporation of Boulder Colorado. Imaging geometry will be 
constrained over the Antarctic using active radar transponders constructed by the 
Environmental Research Institute of Michigan and by corner reflectors deployed by the 
British Antarctic Survey. Additional ground control is being supplied by the National 
Imagery and Mapping Agency. Final products will be distributed through the ASF and 
the National Snow and Ice Data Center which are both NASA Data Archive Centers. The 
mosaics and ancillary information will be prepared on CDROM and will be made 
available to the science community through NASA DAACs. 
Science opportunities envisioned for the program are summarized on the 
accompanying table. These include studying the dyamics and variability of the Antarctic 
Ice Sheet including studies of regions like the Wordie Ice Shelf and the Larsen Ice Shelf 
which have recently experienced unexplained and nearly catastropic retreat. Geologic 
applications include large scale mapping of faults, volcanic features, and mountain 
building processes (particularly the Transantarctic Mountains. Finally, there is simply the 
unprecedented opportunity to use these digital maps in studies of many previously 
unexplored areas of the Southern Continent. 
1.1 Science Opportunities 
1.1.1 Glaciology 
•	 Ice sheet/stream flow regimes (fast glacier flow, relict features, outlet glaciers 
•	 Stability of West Antarctic Ice Sheet (grounding lines, surface velocities) 
•	 Ice sheet mass balance (calving rates, ice sheet margins, topography) 
Surface melt regimes 
1.1.2 Geology 
•	 Uplift of the Transantarctic Mountains (Fault and lineament mapping) 
•	 History of subduction beneath the Antarctic Peninsula 
•	 Geologic mapping (Sirius Formation) 
•	 Vulcanology 
1.1.3 Geomorphology 
•	 History of glaciation (moraines, raised beaches) 
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1.2 RAMP AIC Replanning Rules 
1) Minimize impact on the remaining mission 
2) Choose simplest approach that most quickly achieves mission objective of complete 
coverage. 
1.3 Priority Orders 
1.3.1 Imaging Categories: Priority Order 
1) Acquire all mapping data between 78 degrees South Latitude to the South Pole. 
2) Acquire layover fill data between 78 degrees South Latitude to the South Pole 
3) Acquire all ascending mapping data 
4) Acquire all layover fill data 
5) Acquire EH-4 South Pole to Coastline spokes 
6) Acquire South Pole Transponder data 
7) Acquire McMurdo Station Transponder data 
1.3.2	 OBR Categories: Priority Order 
) Lower OBR priority increases probability of real-time downlink 
) OBR for all mapping data between 78 degrees South Latitude to the South Pole. 
) OBR for all ascending mapping data 
) OBR for all layover fill data between 78 degrees South Latitude to the South Pole 
) OBR for remaining layover fill data 
) OBR for South Pole Transponder data 
) OBR for McMurdo Transponder data 
1.3.3 Geographic Categories: Priority Order 
REGIONS BETWEEN 78 Degrees REGIONS NORTH of 78 Degrees South 
South and the South Pole Latitude 
Gould Coast Graham Land 
Siple Coast Palmer Land 
Shirase Coast Queen Maud Land 
Rockefeller Plateau Transantarctic Mountains 
Marie Byrd Land Lambert Glacier and Amery Ice Shelf 
Hollick Kenyon Plateau Vostok 
TransAntarctic Mountains and East DomeC 
Antarctic Outlet Glaciers Pine Island Bay and Bakutis Coast 
Ellsworth Mountains Wilkes Land 
Ross Ice Shelf 
Filchner Ronne Ice Shelf 
Shackelton Range 
South Pole Station 
1.3.4 AIC Beam Priorities 
1) Standard beam 2 has highest priority for mapping coastal and interior regions. 
2) Standard beam 1 is the primary backup for standard beam 2 
3) Standard beam 3 is the secondary backup for standard beam 2 
4) ST2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7 will be used to map successively southerly latitudes. EH4 will be 
used to repeatedly image the South Pole. 
5) Mapping data should be acquired in ascending mode. Descending mode should only 
be used as a contingency. 
6) ST7 and Descending ST2 should be used for layover fill 
1.3.5 Priorities by Time into the Mission 
1) Acquire all data collections within the Pole Hole during the first 7 days; 
2) Acquire as much data outside the Pole Hole as early in the mission as possible, 
especially data collections that require long swaths; 
3) Acquisitions late in the mission are downlinked to ASF. 
1.4 Contingency Scenario for Data Lost Late in the Mission 
We assume that one of the last planned data acquisitionsis lost and that those data 
would have been down-linked to Prince Albert or Gatineau. We assume that it takes 48 
(possibly 72) hours to transport data from PA and/or GAT to ASF. We assume 1 day to 
scan, error detect and replan at ASF. We understand CSA will require 3 days to 
reprogram the satellite. We can reacquire data anywhere over the continent within 3 days 
using one of the 7 standard beams. If we limit data collections to only standard beam 2, 
we reaquire another complete cycle to reacquire data. 
Action Hours 
Data Acquisition 0 
Delivery at ASF 48 
Error Detection and Replanning 72 
Reprogram Satellite 144 
Reacquire data *216 
*this time could be reduced depending on the position of the satellite at the time it is 
reprogrammed. 
Hence a maximum of 10 days beyond the optimal mission are necessary to 
account for all contingencies in this scenario. 7 days of extended mission are required if 
the data are lost during downlinking to ASF. 
1.5 AIC Information Flow 
Description Source Destination Method 
(individual and (individual and 
organization) organization) 
Acquisition Schedules (ASF,MGS) CSA ASF 
MGS Acquisition Schedule ASF MGS 
Acquisition Schedules CSA GSS 
Acquisition Schedules CSA PSS 
Post Acquisition Reports ASF CSA 
Post Acquisition Reports PSS CSA 
Post Acquisition Reports GSS CSA 
Post Acquisition Reports MGS ASF 
DQM Files MGS ASF email 
Electronic copy of data PSS GSS ANIK Link 
Copy of GSS/PSS data GSS ASF Fedex 
JPEG Image of Coast data GSS ASF ftp 
FastScan catalogue data GSS ASF ftp 
SRFs ASF BPRC ftp 
SRFs ASF CSA ftp 
Lo-res image data ASF BPRC ftp 
Lo-res image data ASF CSA ftp 
bit error rate summary GSS ASF 
bit error rate summary PSS ASF 
bit error rate summary all data ASF CSA 
South Pole Xponder performance CDPF ASF/CSA reports 
South Pole and McMurdo Xponder ASF CDPF/CSA performance reports 
Coverage Maps ASF CSA ftp (SPA) 
Sliver Validation reports ASF CSA ftp 
Minutes of verified processable ASF CSA SAR data 
Minutes of verified processable ASF CSA pole hole data 
Blank tapes ASF PSS 
Blank tapes ASF GSS 
1.6 Data Descriptions for Use in Verifying Coverage 
Data Type 
SRF 
ST1-7 
EH-4 
Final SRF 
AIC SPA 
ST1-7 
AIC SPA 
EH-4 
MMO 
ASPQL 
Image AIC 
ST1-7 
PP Image 
AIC 
ST1 
ST2 
ST3 
ST4 
ST5 
ST6 
ST7 
EH4 
FastScan 
Image 
CUF 
PP Image 
Post AIC 
September 3, 1997 
Swath Width Swath Length Ephemeris Accuracy 
SRFs longer than Predicted 1 KM along 
102 Km image data(l sec or 50 m across 
7 km added to (Ephemeris 
beginning and end) accurate to 140 
90 Km m along and 
20-30 m 
across) 
102 Km Same QLK SRF Restituted 
may or may not Nominal +- 5 km across 
102.4 KM include processor track 
pad 
90.3 may or may not nominal 
include processor 
pad 
includes downlink, Predicted 
OBR and processor along track; 
pads nominal 
across track 
102.4KM Predicted 600 m across 
measured track,5 Km 
from near along track 
range point 
102.4 Km per frame Predicted 
108.3 
107.9 
109.8 
108.2 
108.3 
108.3 
104.4 
89.5 
102 Km 120/120 m 
(Min) (GSS report) 
102 km (min) 102 km broadcast 
See above Restituted 
Available after 
Acquisition 
12 hours 
48 hours min 
Pre-AIC 
Pre-AIC 
Pre-AIC 
12 hours 
1 hour 
1.7 Mission Planning and Replanning Coverage Map (July 26,1997) 
RAMP Goal 
Complete Antarctic Coverage (Mapping and Layover Fill) in 18 days 
Map Requirement For Approving Mission For verifying Mission 
Plan Success 
All Mapping Data; RTM Essential Essential 
andOBR; 18 days 
All Layover Data; RTM and Essential Essential 
OBR; 18 days 
1.8 RAMP Mission Planning Objectives 
1) OBR of all mapping and layover data to GSS/PASS/ASF 
2) Pole Hole (between 78 S and Pole) Covered in first 100 orbits 
3) Spokes acquired for geometric calibration 
4) Calibration data 
Map Requirement For Approving Mission For verifying Mission 
Plan Success 
1) All mapping data; OBR; important important 
18 days 
1) All Layover data; OBR; important important 
18 days 
2) All mapping data; OBR important essential (in the event of 
and RTM; first 100 early cancellation 
2) All layover data; OBR important essential (in the event of 
and RTM; first 100 early cancellation) 
3) Spoke data; OBR and important useful 
RTM 
4) Calibration data; OBR important useful 
and RTM 
note: Maps should show a conservative estimate of effective image coverage (no 
padding). 
1.9 AMM SCIENCE TEAM 
1.9.1 ASF AMM Science Team 
Monitor the progress of the mission, verify compliance with the mission plan and 
provide progress reports to CSA Team. In the case of anomalies (other than spacecraft or 
ground receiving station operational problems) provide CSA team information for 
replanning. Reassess any replanned acquisitions in the context of science requirements. 
1.9.2 CSA AMM Science Team 
Concur on nominal mission plans. Provide scientific guidance for replanning 
activities including replanning rules and mission success criteria. Provide science 
justification for replanning requests. Concur on replanning requests. Serve as scientific 
liaison to CSA and NASA. Provide information to ASF Science Team about replanning 
requests. 
1.9.3 PSS/GSS/OSU AMM Science Support 
Data Quality reports. FTP FastScan data products. FedEx Data Tapes. 
Progressreports to AMAG 
1.10 AMM Science Team Functions and Products 
• Mission Progress Checklist (ASF ST) 
• Along-track data gap checking and reporting (ASF ST) 
• Across-track, quick-look sliver checking and reporting (ASF ST) 
• FastScan data quality assessments (ASF ST, GSS/PSS SS) 
• FedEx Data Tapes to ASF (GSS/PSS SS) 
• Create official coverage maps (daily/cumulative) (ASF ST) 
• Prioritize replanning activities (CSA ST) 
• Replanning aids (coverage maps) (CSA ST) 
• Mission Coverage Report to AMAG via Web (OSU SS) 
• Configuration Control (JPL) 
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1.11 Science Team Members 
ASF ST
Frank Carsey (JPL)
Rick Forster (OSU) 
Vance Herron (JPL) 
Ben Holt (JPL) 
Verne Kaupp (ASF) 
Nettie LaBelle­
 CSA ST
 Ken Jezek (OSU)
 PSS SS 
 Biyan Li (OSU) 
GSSSS 
Katy Noltimier (OSU) osuss 
Ada Chan 
Carrie Dratwa 
Hongxing Liu 
Braden Love 
Hong Gyoo Sohn 
Hammer (ASF) Victor Zhilstov 
Jeanne Nason (ASF) 
Kevin Engel (ASF) 
1.12 AMM Mission Planning and Replanning Team 
Prepare Nominal Mission plans. Prepare early/late start contingency strategies. 
Conduct replanning for spacecraft and data quality anomalies. 
1.13 AMM Mission Planning and Replanning Team Members 
• Rick Austin (JPL) 
• John Crawford (JPL) 
• Rejean Michaud (CSA) 
• Ellen O'Leary (JPL) 
• Stefanie Ruel (CSA) 
• Tammy Veijos (JPL) 
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Section 2: GCP Coverage 
Biyan Li 

2.0 Ground Control Point Distribution 
Ground Control Points Distribution 
30E 
6OE 
so GCP Entry* updated on September 4,1997 
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2.1 GCP Attribute 
Source 
25 S1-1 McMurito Station, ARC Site, USA -77.B4955C 166.730383 isqs fiq31/station map d11/McM. Sound Area d3 
-64.050000 paimnr station map d11/compare S9-2 
33 S1-3 Cassy Station, Australia -66.30000C 1iaS33333 kFlFWAusfraBan Qjadrant E2-66-10 
51 S1-4 Syowa Station Japan -69.00000C 39.583333 isns finfiS.Cnaul Islands d8.Urtzow-Holm Bav d9 
28 S1-5 Dumont dumile Station, French -66666667 140.016667 AHr*stationmaDd11 
34 S1-6 Vostok Station. Buned Towers, Hussan -7a 466667 106.816667 M  M 
9 S1-7 Mourt TaKahe, Vofcano •76.216667 -112.000000 isgs fiq94-95/ML TaKahe d2 
42 S1-8 O x  s Site. Australia -68.600COC 77.9B6667 isfK finfifWesttold His d11/AFIM 
1 S2­ Deception Island. Cdlns Point. lighthouse -62.99860C •60.501500 South Shetland Islands d13 
3 S2­ WilWns Ice Shall. Doraey Island -70.37500C -71.875000 usqs flo#87 
4 S2­ Fowler Ice Rise, near Carlson Met •77.431034 -80.0XOOO isqs fiq#8»Beswor1h mt d3 
g S2­ Sentinel Range, RUford Ice Stream. ATLAS -78.28181! -84.459016 usqs fiqSQO.gi/Newcomef Glacier and Vinson Massif d2 
6 S2­ Islands, no ID -72.922662 •eaoooooo Thuston IslarKKJones M l d4 
7 S2­ Prw Island Glacier. Slcpherd Dome • Webber Nunatak. -74.87277S •99.730560 isgs fiq#92/"Thuston Island-Jones ML d4 
8 S2­ Mount Muphy, near Thveites Glacier -75.254545 •110.374468 usas flo#93'ML Murphv d2 
10 S2­ Crary Mountains -76.679211 -118.000000 usgs fig#94(/Crarv Mt d2.Bakutis Coast d4 
11 S2­ Mount Hampton. Waeschs •77.07142£ -126.485743 usqs fiq#97.94/Mt Hampton d2, Mt Sidley d2 
12 S2-10 Ames Flange, Mount Kauftnan -75.650442 -132.000000 uses fia#94c/ML Kosciusko d2 
13 S2-1 Russkaya Station, Lynch Point -74.672897 •136.897338 usos flo#9a'Cane Burks d2 
14 S2-1 Range Glacier, near Mitchell Peak. Coastline -76.432292 •147.333333 usqs fid#10O/Guest Peninsula d2 
15 S2-1 Ice Rumples, Ross Ice Shell, Srirasa Ccast Une -79.74137! -154.000000 usos fio#102/ST5-tV13 d3 
16 S2-1 Amuntsen Glacier. MacDonald Nuataks -B5 45000C •157.657200 usqs fii^iS'ML Goodale 02 
17 S2-1 Roosevelt Island -79.89090$ -159.310345 ADD data 
0 S2-1 Byrd Surface Camp -S2.00000C -120.000000 AFIWADD 
18 S2-1 Uv Glacier, Abater Nunatak •85.17800C -168.970500 usos fio#17/Uv Glacier d2 
19 52-1 Shecketon GIBder.Nilsen Pk -84.53416C -174.023880 
20 S2-1 Mount Kaplan, coastline point •84.000001 176.850746 usqs fia#13Trie Ctoudrmker d2 
21 S2-20 Bearonxre Glacier. McCain Pt. •83.37500C 169.627400 usqs fiq#2CyMl EGzabeth d2 
22 S2-2 Nimrod Glacier, coastlne pt -82.250000 163.448276 usqs fiq#21/Mmrod Glacier d2 
23 S2-2 MiJock Glacier, across torn Cape Teal -79.114537 160.000000 usqs fiq#26 
24 S2-2 Lenngiadskaya Station •69.5O0O0C 159.400000 usqs fiq#43'Su\orcv Oacier d2 
26 S2-2 Cook Ice Shan -68.318584 151.792619 
27 S2-2 Cape Denison. Corrmonwaatth Bay -66.883784 143.000000 usqsfiq#44 
38 S2-2 Mimyy Station -66550000 93.016667 usqsfiq#4a' 
29 S3-1 Wilkes Land Coastlne, Lews Islet •66.075800 134.617550 Australian Quadrant E2-66-7 d4 
30 S3-2 Wllkes Land Coastlne. South of Cape Pt. Da Haven •67.000000 128.275000 Australian Quadrant E2-66-7 d4 
31 S33 Wilkes Land Coastlne, ttarsecton of Land and Ice Shell -66.8OO0OC 121000000 Australian Quadrant E2-66-8 64 
32 SW Cape Waloron, near Cape Hmmersiy and Totten Glacier •66.4350K 115.000000 usqs fiq#46/AustraNan Qjadrant E2-66-9 d4 
35 S3-5 Wilkes Land Coast. Near Bunger Hils and Shackerton IS. -66.O0OO0C 104.000000 usqs fio#47/Austrahan Quadrant E2-66-10 d4 
36 S3« Oazis Station, near station and Thomas Island Central Pt. -66.06250C 100.750000 usqs fiq#47/Australian Quadrant E2-66-11 04 
37 S3-7 Denman Glacier. Adjacent to -66.S000TX 100.000000 usqs fio#47/Australian Quadrant E2-66-11 cM 
39 S  M Gauss berg Site •66.79900C 89.314000 African Quadrant E1-66-12 rJ4 
40 S  M Wast fce Sheet. Near Junction of Large and Smal Island •E7.0TJ000C 85.704434 African Quadrant E1-66-12 d4 
41 S3-10 Gambertsev SubgJaciaJ Mountains •79.00TXXX 79.135338 usqsfiq#49 
43 S3-1 Glllock Island -70.49549( 72.099303 
44 S3-1 Lambert Glacier, Robertson Nunatak -71.932127 69.808874 usqs fiq#53 
45 S3-1 High Plateau -7a 945811 68.000000 usqs fiq#S1 
47 S3-1 Cape Wilkens. Glacier is nearby -67.25000C 59.115000 African Quadrant E1-66-8 d4 
48 S3-1 Kwrsnes Foreland -67.0S360C 56.965600 African Quadrant E1-66-8 64 
49 S3-1 EndeibyLand •67.000000 49.000000 usqsfiq#57 
52 S3-1 Mt Daronm, Queer Fabola Mnts.Motot Nunatak 
-71.7B8O0I 38.207000 usqs fiq«6(VMotoi Nunatak d8 
53 S3-16 Princess Raghlld Coastline at Shan -70.273973 30.000000 East Queen Maud Land-Enderby Land d9 
54 S3-19 Sor Rondane Mts. Isolated Rock 
-71.875000 25233300 usqs fiq#61/Menipa dB 
55 S3-2O Princess Hagrtld Coastline at She) -70.600000 20.000000 East Queen Maud Land-Enderby Land d9 
57 S3-21 JutUstraumen Glacier, Hamaroya Rock or bland Canter •71.933000 4.949800 usqs fiq#6a/Mutifiq Hot manrrf ie<la Nord d7 
58 S3-22 Jutlistrauman Glacier, Between Utkllkken and Glacier •71.520600 •0.938423 usqs liq#68/AhimaMirqGen d7 
59 S3-23 Cape Nofwegen 4 Site. J. Glacier 
-73.062500 -14.000000 usqs f iq#68rVestf jBlla Aust d7 
60 S4-1 Aigentina Range, Giro Nunatak •62.221 OOG -42.250000 Arqentina Ranqe d2 
6 S4-2 Cordiner Peaks, BRown Nunataks Ncrth •82.60900 •53.56100 Cordner Peaks 62 
6 S4-3 Dais Valley. Ackerman Nunatak •82.681700 -47.732200 Davis Valev d2 
6 S4-4 Gambacorta Peak, Ml Harper SW Part •84.061300 -57.076900 Gambacorta Peak d2 
6 S  « SnacMeton Range, Meade Nunatak •80.372800 -21.959400 Shackleton Ranqe 62 
6 S4-6 ShacMstcn Range. Mount Sheffield -6O.1217OC 
-25.736900 Shackleton Ranqe 62 
6 S4-7 ShackMcn Range. Mount Provende •80.36060C •29.95940C Shackleton Ranqe d2 
6 S4-8 ShacMeton Range. Mcttka Nunataks •77.95280C •35.474200 Sheet W77 32/34 d13 
6 S44 Vestljelia Vest AucKn^eiet 
-73.92280C 
-15.590000 
-95.00000 iThursttn Island-Jones ML 64 
Entry* order* Major Feature name Latitude Longitude Source 
•75 rhurston Island-Jones Mt. d4 
Amundsen Glacier, TeminGlacier Interface 
-85.0611588 vtt. Goodale <j2 
Amundsen Glacier, TenaivGiao»r Mettles •85.42932489 •152 Mt. Goodale d2 
73 , S5-5 Mount Kaplan Area. Mt Patrick Peek •84 213611 171 752777 Mt. Kathleen d2 
74 S5-6 Nlmrod Glacier, Kon TIM Ntratak •82.551666 159.8947 Nimrod Glacier d2 
75 S5-7 Rooaeval Island. Most Northern Po n 
-78 86383 • 162 IW)9 ADD 
76 S5-8 Davis Valey, Coastline Feature •82 •51.0740741 Davis Valley d2 
77 S5-9 North ol Molke Nuneuks on Terrain Glacier Boundary 
-77.125 -32 5B11S1B Sheet W77 32/34 
7i S5-10 Auranhan Quandrant E2-66-7, Coastinrj Pi 
-66.18274112 131 Australian Quadrant E2-66-7 d4 
79 S5-11 Australian Quandrart E2-66-9, Coaatins PI 
-67.14583333 119.3670686 Australian Quadrant E2-66-7 d4 
80 S5-12 Alncan Otandrant E2-66-12. Coa«na Pt. 
-67.59615385 82 5959596 African Quadrant E2-66-9 d4 
81 S5-13 East Maud Land. Enderby Land. CoesSne PI 
-70.26785714 15 East Queen Maud Land-Enderby Land d9 
82 S6-1 Rat Uand Near Robertson Bay 
-71.3953 169.275 Cape Adare d2 
89 S6-B Simmer Peak.Atrican Quadrant E1 -66-8 
-66.0847 52 7806 African Quadrant E1 -66-8 
90 se-9 Ryugu Kia PI. PnnosOlay Coast Map -67.9667 44.05 3nnce Olay Coast d9 
91 S6-10 Sandnaahattan. Hurnbofcttejala Map -71.7 9.599 Humboldtejella d7 
92 S6-11 Fonaef jel. Gleverryggen Map •71.8333 -5.75 3leverrvcigen d7 
93 S6-12 Hansson, Hamafronttjsla Nonl Map -74.4155 -9.8333 •leimefrontejella Nord d7 
94 S6-13 Lyddsn Ice Ra» Cova. North o! 82S Map -74.5 •20.5 M. Of82sd14 
95 S6-14 vhogbom Outcrops, Shaddelnn Rang* Map -80.25 -24.853 Shackleton Range ct2 
96 S6-15 UsTwUCkMSt. Cove, North of 82 S Map •76.53S •29.687 1. of B2s d14 
97 S6-16 Rlchner be Shelf and Coad Ura. North ol 82 S Map •80S -37.746 vl. of 82s d14 
104 S6-23 Fuaco Nuwlak. Hercuae MM. Lberty His -80 0269 -80.139 Jberty Hills d2 
105 S6-24 Spaatz Island Cove. Southern PaJmsland •73.1044 -74.875 Southern Palmeriand and Eastern Ellsworth Land d14 
106 S6-25 Wand Center Port, Bryan Coast - Ebworth -73 3422 -78.342 3ryan Coast -Ellsworth Land d4 
107 S6-26 Afcon P.tinsura, Cove. Bryan Coaat-aaworth •73.1408 -85.764 3ryan Coast -Ellsworth Land d4 
109 S6-28 Burnetts Rock. Grcvern Wand. Mourl McCoy -75.393 -143.21 Mt. McCoy 62 
110 S6-29 Sneddon Nunatak. AJeandra Mnnalna Map •77.2727 •153.75 Alexandra Mt. d2 
111 SE-30 Noble Nunatak. Long H  i Map -85 2208 -121.45 jonq Hills d2 
112 S6-31 Spiers Nunatak. Wisconsin Range Map -85.3378 -125.81 Wisconsin Ranqe d2 
113 S6-32 M C C A B  S Nunatak, Davlsvl Glaoer. Wlaconsii Rnaos -85.4431 -128.93 Wisconsin Ranqe d2 
114 S6-33 Cohen Nunriak. Reedy Glacier. Leverel Gtacler -85.4022 -136.2 .everett Glacier d2 
115 S6-34 Rock, Bender Mountains. Lsverett Glaciar M -854317 •139.92 Lsverett Glacier d2 
116 S6-35 Falone Nunataka, Lsveretl Glacier Map -85.3244 -14381 Leveret) Glacier d2 
83 S7-1 Botncr Island, near Belmoo IH -78.79 •43.77 Rlchnerisnrs Schsleni 07 
84 S7-2 BericnB-Islind. Southern Tip -80.84 -54.27 Filchnar Rome Scheleni d7 
85 S7-3 KonTkcRise -78.46 -67.32 Rlchner Rome Seta! era d7 
86 S7-4 Briesemeisler tak near Hearst Inlet •69.509 •62.801 Painer Land d4 
87 S7-5 M  L Siple/Dean bland -74.31 -128.09 3ean Island <E 
88 S7-6 Writfil Island -74.24 -115 03 Martin Pennstiad2 
98 S7-7 Clary Ice Rse -S3 -175 ran found 
99 S7-8 SauAan Maren of Ice Stream D •8064 -145.5 SU6-10/1 d3 
100 S7-9 -82.2 -155 not found 
101 S7-10 IceSrream B Snake -83 i -ISC nottowd 
102 S7-I1 Byrd Gbaer -8045 155.9 WOrympis9d2 
103 S7-12 T a  n NovaJaliaii Smice -74.695 164.11' 
108 S7-13 CapeRcbens •62.5 -59.5 Location Is about 77 S and 162.5 E. 
117 S7-14 Mawscn. Ausnlliao Saoon -67.6 62.86666667 Location obtaned from Stahon location data base 
118 S7-15 CapeDavalev -67.7 69.7 ADD coastjne coastOS 
119 S7-I6 -66.5311 107.4158 typo 
1201 S7-I7 R&her Biy.Met2 Gtader Island •S7.58 146 02 ADDcoasSne 
121 S7-I8 Cape Hudson -68.29 153.84 ADDcoastinri 
122 S7-1V Sputnik Island. S mil la Island -70.396 163 36 
123 S7-20 -73 268 164.258 
124 S7-21 DomeC •75 125 notlound 
125 S7-22 •77.317 39.7 ScarBulebn 
• & not found 
•82 not found 
-72.319 
Timber Peak. LOCATION -7417 MtMetx>umd2 
130 Relief Inlet d2 
ratal rtelcE 
Ross Island d2 
Mcmurdo Sound d2 
not found 
Rfcrtw-ror™ Scheters 07 
Elnvorth lareHJalmer land d4 
Palmer Land d4 
Entry* 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
149 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
order* 
S8-2

S8-3

SS-5

S8-6

S8-9

SS-10

S9-1

S9-2

S9-3

S9-4

S9-5

S9-6

S9-7

S9-«

S9-9

S9-10

S9-11

S9-12

Major Feature name 
Marine Pane 
Ejplara Cove Drill Sum 
Markhan i i lmj 
Cape Rusell, Scott Expediuan 
Hanoab Pom on Ljvmaston 
Tbrircnen Island. Peak 
Elite Nnulak 
MOJB T bland. Nunaiak 
Lab Building Center 
North End of Runwav 
Araowilti Sanaa. Center oTT-shaped BuiUinK 
Zvzax Isbud Center 
%adio Towers Near Runwav 
Lamnv Island. Peak 
Alamode Id»iids 
Latitude 
•77 4325 
-77.5773 
-74 5946 
•76 6386 
-76.0923 
-74.9008 
•«2650277 
-64 7766 
•64.7723 
-70SUM 
•705751 
-67.5708 
-«7.5637 
-621561 
-63.6159 
-645396 
-85.8533 
-68 7179 
Longitude 
163.8209 
163.5182 
164.9237 
162.701 
162.6308 
1639052 
-60.621111 
-64.0505 
-64,088 
•70.8725 
-70.702 
-681294 
-68.1234 
-58 4697 
-59.8316 
-56.6252 
•65.2588 
-675 
Source 
Berkimn's GPS and MarCto Port in ct1 
Barknan's GPS and Lake Frynsl n di 
Mourt Metx>us i d2 
FranHhUandnoS 
Frar** btktnd d2 
Motnl Meboune d2 
Sotlh Shetland bland, atwet w62 60 d13 
Pakmratanonmapdn 
A n v  n Islam S. Coast W. Sheet d12 
Cobert Mt. Aknand Wand Sr19-2<V9 dt2 
ColMttMI Ale>andlalBndSn9-2O/9d12 
Station map of Rothara d11 
Station map of flothera m 1 
Admtaly Bay d11. Souh Snalland tebnd w62 58 di3 
TrHtyPanimiaad12 
Ssvmrni Wand-Ma Maramtjo d1 
FakBnd Island dop: -Granham Land w65 64A113 
Marguerite Bav^raham Land fi d!2 
Section 3: Physical Layout and Responsibilities 
Katy F. Noltimier 

3.0 Introduction 
Two flow charts follow that maps out the physical layout of data flow during the 
amm and the file structure to be used at each locality. 
Physical Layout and Responsibilities 
PASS Operations GSS Operations 
ASF Operations (Biyan Li) (Katy Noltimier) 
(Nettie Le Belle-Hamer) Data Handling Data Handling 
mcgrath.images.alaska.edu Lap top & modem Lap top & modem 
PASS Unix Workstation GSS Unix Workstation 
ASF Science Team 
(Rick Forster) 
Sliver Checking and Data Handling BPRC retrieves Fastscan PASS sends daily GSS sends daily 
CUF 4 JPEG, SRF, and Fastscan Fastscan 
PlanningTool Quick Look Images CUF4 JPEG CUF4 JPEG 
ERDAS Imagine 
Lap top & modem 
ASF PC/Workstation? 
OSU Science Team 
(Hong Gyoo, Victor, Ada, Carrie, Braden) 
Data File Managment 
WWW 
PlanningTool daily &ASF retrieves PASS & GSS 
-GDMS-
Fastscan JPEG and CUF Arc/Info accumulative 
ERDAS Imagine coverage (SRF) 
ImageMagik 
GDMS 
Iceberg and Polestar 
CSA retrieves

Fastscan CUF 4

JPEG

SRF

Quick Look Images

CSA Team 
(Ken Jezek, John Crawford, Hongxing Liu) 
CSA Orbit Team Coverage and replanning 
(John Crawford) PlanningTool 
Jloppy Orbit Planning link Arc/Info 
ERDAS Imagine 
Lap Top Computer ImageMagik 
Southpole 
Computer Layout and File Structure

ASF Operations

mcgrath.images.alaska.edu

/pub/amm/asf_fastscan/cuf

/pub/amm/asf_fastscan/jpeg

/pub/amm/gssjastscan/cuf

/pub/amm/gss_fastscan/jpeg 
/pub/amm/pass_fastscan/cuf 
/pub/amm/pass_fastscan/jpeg BPRC retrieves Fastscan 
/pub/amm/jpeg_all CUF & JPEG, SRF, and 
/pub/amm/quicklook Quicklook images 
/pub/amm/srf 
ASF retrieves 
PASS and GSS -
Fastscan JPEG and CUF 
Available daily_ 
information 
WWW 
SRF into http://polestar.mps.ohio-state.edu/cgi-
' GDMS ~

bin/Ramp.pm?ramp

PASS Operations GSS Operations 
outgoing data only to outgoing data only to 
128.146.132.120 128.146.132.120 
128.146.132.121 128.146.132.121 
PASS sends daily GSS sends daily

Fastscan Fastscan

CUF & JPEG CUF & JPEG

OSU Science Team 
128.146.132.120 
128.146.132.121 
/pub/amm/asfjastscan/cuf 
/pub/amm/asfjastscan/jpeg 
/pub/amm/gssjastscan/cuf 
/pub/amm/gss_fastscan/jpeg 
/pub/amm/pass_fastscan/cuf 
/pub/amm/passjastscan/jpeg 
/pub/amm/srf/accum 
/pub/amm/quicklook 
I

data parsing

/pub/amm/srf/day01

/pub/amm/srf/dayO2

/pub/amm/srf/dayO3

/pub/amm/srt/day18 
/pub/amm/cuf/day01

/pub/amm/cuf/dayO2

/pub/amm/cuf/dayO3

/pub/amm/cuf/day18 
r 
CSA retrieval ol

Fastscan CUF & JPEG; SRF;

Quick Look images

CSA Team

southpole.space.gc.ca

198.103.176.120 
/data4/pub/amm/tastscan/cuf

/data4/pub/amm/fastscan/jpeg

/data4/pub/amm/srf

/data4/pub/amm/quicklook

/data4/pub/amm/missions

/data4/pub/amm/orbit_cov

/data4/pub/amm/gpct/srf

/data4/pub/amm/gpct/cuf

/data4/pub/amm/replan/rgn

3.1 BPRC File Structure (ICEBERG and POLESTAR). 
3.1.1 FTP setup 
For the AMM both iceberg and polestar ftp sites will be physically located on 
polestar in /datal/pub. A special ftp login and password will be assigned and given to 
AMM operators. Daily backups will be made and in the event that polestar crashes, all 
data, file structures, passwords, etc. will be re-established on iceberg. This will be the 
responsibility of the BPRC system manager, Victor Ziltshov, and should not affect the 
remote operators. 
PASS and GSS operators will supply the OSU team leader with incoming fastscan 
information (#of JPEG's, #of CUF's, and corresponding orbit numbers) at the time of ftp. 
128.146.132.121 (iceberg) 
128.146.132.120 (polestar) 
The polestar address is pending firewall permission from CSA for operators at 
GSS, PASS, and CSA (southpole) to be able to ftp to. 
3.1.2 File Structure 
Fastscan data will be separated into CUF and JPEG files and identified by the 
Satellite Receiving Stations (ASF, GSS, PASS). ASF fastscan data will be pushed (cron 
job) to BPRC by ASF. GSS and PASS fastscan data will be ftp'd to BPRC by GSS and 
PASS operators. Notification of transfer to BPRC and contents as described above needs 
to be done at time of transfer. 
/pub/amm/asf_fastscan/cuf 
/pub/amm/asf_fastscan/jpeg 
/pub/amm/gss_fastscan/cuf 
/pub/amm/gss_fastscan/jpeg 
/pub/amm/pass_fastscan/cuf 
/pub/amm/pass_fastscan/jpeg 
BPRC operator will parse out daily CUF acquisitions corresponding to actual satellite 
acquisitions. 
/pub/amm/cuf/day 01 
/pub/amm/cuf/dayO2 
/pub/amm/cuf/day03 
/pub/amm/cuf/day 18 
SRF's will be pushed (cron job) to BPRC by ASF (ASF operator will need to oversee and 
notify BPRC of transfer). 
/pub/amm/srf/accum 
BPRC operator will parse out daily SRF acquisitions corresponding to actual satellite 
acquisitions. 
/pub/amm/srf/dayO 1

/pub/amm/srf/dayO2

/pub/amm/srf/dayO3

/pub/amm/srf/day 18 
Quicklook and images will have a specific directory. BPRC will retrieve files as they 
become available. 
/pub/amm/quicklook 
3.2	 Canadian Space Agency File Structure (SOUTHPOLE) 
3.2.1	 FTP setup 
At the moment all files will need to be retrieved from BPRC (due to firewall 
restrictions at CSA). 
3.2.2	 File Structure 
I suggest keeping a similar, but simpler, file structure: 
/data4/pub/amm/fastscan/cuf

/data4/pub/amm/fastscan/jpeg

/data4/pub/amm/srf

/data4/pub/amm/quicklook

/data4/pub/amm/missions

/data4/pub/amm/orbit_cov

/data4/pub/amm/gpct/srf

/data4/pub/amm/gpct/cuf

/data4/pub/amm/replan/rgn

3.3 Alaska SAR Facility File Structure (per Nettie 7/16/97) 
3.3.1 FTP setup 
An ftp site has been setup for the AMM as follows: 
mcgrath.images.alaska.edu 
Access is through 1) anonymous ftp and 2) password-required ftp. 
1) Anonymous ftp is read only access and will be used for pulling data files from ASF to 
outside machines. Login: anonymous Password: your first name 
2) Password ftp is read and write access and will be used to push files (Fastscan and 
SRF's from ASF to BPRC). All cron jobs will be associated with the password ftp. 
The password will be issued on a need to know basis. 
3.3.2 File Structure 
Cron jobs will be created to automatically place SRF's and Fastscan JPEG's and 
CUF's into their respective directories at ASF on mcgrath: 
/pub/amm/asf_fastscan/cuf

/pub/amm/asf_fastscan/jpeg

/pub/amm/gss_fastscan/cuf

/pub/amm/gss_fastscan/jpeg

/pub/amm/pass_fastscan/cuf

/pub/amm/pass_fastscan/jpeg

/pub/amm/quicklook

/pub/amm/srf

Fastscan data will need to be pushed from ASF to BPRC. SRF's will need to be pushed 
from ASF to BPRC. Quicklooks can be retrieved or pushed as long as notification is given 
to BPRC by ASF. 

Section 4: AMM Task List 
Katy F. Noltimier 

4.0 Introduction 
This document contains an outline of tasks that the OSU Science Team needs to 
fulfill during the Antarctic Mapping Mission (AMM). 
4.1 Fastscan Products 
4.1.1 Receipt and parsing out of CUF and JPEG files from satellite receiving stations 
FASTSCAN DATA FLOW CHART 
Prince Albert Satellite Gatineau Satellite ASF Satellite Station Station Station 
ftp jpegs and cuts to BPRC ftp jpegs and culs to BPRC ftp jpegs and cufs to BPRC (retrieve (rom ASF) 
Fax Report Fax Report Fax Report 
BPRC file structure to receive ftp:

/amm/asf_fastscan/jpeg /amm/pass_fastscan/jpeg /amm/gssjastscan/jpeg

/amm/asfjastscan/cuf /amm/passjastscan/cuf /amm/gssjastscan/cuf

move jpeg's and cut's 
Move jpeg's and cufs on a daily basis into the

following file structure:

/amm/jpeg (contains all jpegs)

/amm/cuf/dayO1 (contains daily cufs)

/amm/cuf/dayO2

/amm/cuf/dayO3

4.1.3 JPEG Sliver Checking Tasks (begin day 11) 
1. Identify sliver pairs. 
2. Perform sliver checking on pairs (IMAGINE): 
SLIVER CHECKING PROCEDUE FLOWCHART 
Are like features in 
both images in the 
same geographic 
location? 
4­
Yes 
1

From visual Inspection 
can enough overlap be 
determined? 
Yes 
1

/Generate jpeg overlap\ 
Ireport and send to ASF/ 
—No-
Evoke GCP Editor and 
rectify one image to 
another 
Add the two images 
together and measure 
the amount of overlap. 
Is there sufficient 
overlap? 
Yes 
1

Report jpeg sliver 
Immediately to BPRC 
{designated person who 
v will generate report to 
CSA and ASF 
/Generate jpeg overlap\ 
Ireport and send to ASF/ 
4.2 Scan Result Files 
4.2.1 SRF Task List 
1.	 Retrieve SRF's from ASF (when available) into /amm/srf/accum 
2.	 Parse out into daily coverage directories: /amm/srf/dayOl, dayO2,... 
3.	 Verify receipt of entire daily coverage. 
4.	 Create srf daily coverage plot (ARC/INFO). 
5. Create eps file of srf daily coverage plot (ARC/INFO) and place on ftp for CSA Team. 
6.	 Create eps file of srf/cuf/spa daily coverage plot (ARC/INFO) and place on ftp for CSA 
Team. 
7.	 Ingest daily coverage and accumulative coverage into GDMS. 
8.	 Ingest daily coverage and accumulative coverage into PlanningTool. 
SRF TASK FLOWCHART 
FTP to BPRC SRF generated at ASF —ftp- /amm/srf/accum 
parse into daily coverages 
When SRF's are received at BPRC in

the accum directory parse out into:

/amm/srf/dayO1

/amm/srf/dayO2

/amm/srf/dayO3

ARC/INFO	 GDMS PlanningTool 
1. SRF daily coverage plot 1. Ingest daily coverage 1. Ingest srf into daily mission 
2. eps file of SPA-SRF coverage 2. Ingest accumulative coverage 2. Ingest srf into accumulative mission 
4.3 Verification Of Geometry 
1. Order quicklook image scenes over Dumont D' 
2. Ftp the quicklook images 
3. Perform analysis 
4.4 Publicity Campaign 
1. Assemble the "non-radar" scenes (photographs, maps, SPOT...) 
2. Write up text portion for promo 
3. Pre-assemble promo products for quick Radarsat assimilation 
4. Order quicklook image scenes that correspond to pre-selected "non-radar" scenes 
5. Ftp quicklook images 
6. Prepare quicklook images for promo integration 
7. Integrate quicklooks into final promo product 
4.5 Data Management Needs 
1. Work Schedules 
2. Responsibility distribution 
3. Communal Chart that shows tasks to be done and tasks completed 
4. Checklists 
5. Sliver report document 
6. Daily Report document (Communication person (Ada Chan)) 
4.6 Communications 
Daily action reports for Fastscan and SRF products will be maintained and 
communicated to all concerned parties. In addition checklist forms will be filled out daily 
to verify receipt of all data from the ground receiving station personel. The 
communications person will be responsible for communicating any and all changes in 
AMM operations. Attached are the AMM daily action reports and check lists. 
today's date: 
ammday; 
Problems-
Action Taken. 
Olicome: 
Signed 
day complete: _ 
amm day: 
Problems: 
Action Taken: _ 
Outcome: 
Signed:' 
Orbit # 
9896 
9B96 
9897 
9897 
989B 
9898 
9S99 
9900 
9901 
9902 
9903 
9904 
9905 
9905 
9906 
9906 
9906 
9907 
9907 
9907 
9908 
9906 
FASTSCAN PRODUCT (cl i & peg) CHECKLIST 
Today'i data: 
S i g n e d _ _ 
a m m day „ « ' » ' " * 
CUF Receded JPEG Received 
1 TuTTT^ 
am m day " a l u l  -
S u b a o l 0 r b i l ) lor £ l iver am m day 
C h e c k i g 
SCAN RESULT FILE CHECK LIST 
T me day 
0:3 ,:36 
0.3 ••15 
1:2 3:26 
2:1 0 1 
3.5 :37 
3 5 :47 
SM :37 
1-2 •20 
9 0 OO 
10:4 2 48 
12:2 3.34 
14:0 4 19 
15:4 •5.25 
15:< 7 14 
17:2 3 30 
17:2 6.21 
17:2 8 03 
10 22:36 
19:07:03 
19:08 46 
20:47 53 
20:49:35 

Section 5: JPEG Mosaic Procedure Manual 
Hongxing Liu

Hong Gyoo Sohn

Biyan Li

Katy F. Noltimier


5.0 Abbreviated Steps 
1.	 Set Workspace to: /datal/pub/amm/jpeg_mosaic/cuf_cov 
2.	 From icon panel click on SATTRACK and FASTSCAN CUF's to ARC REGION 
3.	 Right click in LOAD CUF FILES. Get from: /datal/pub/amm/cuf/dayOl (02.03...) 
4.	 SELECT ALL cuf files for that day. 
5.	 Give a name for the ARC/INFO REGION coverage such as dayO2_c. Click APPLY 
6.	 Set Workspace to: /datal/pub/amm/jpeg_mosaic/mosaic/day01 
7.	 From icon panel click FROM SAR PROCESSING and MOSAICKING 
FASTSCANJPEG IMAGE. 
8.	 Right click in the LOAD CUF FILES. Get to: /datal/pub/amm/jpegs. Click OK 
9.	 Select on cuf file at a time to create mosaic of each orbit individually. 
10. Right click in the JPEG DIRECTORY. Get to: /datal/pub/amm/jpegs. Click APPLY. 
11. Give a name for the FINAL MOSAIC such as orbit_o (e.g., o_04784). Click APPLY. 
12.	 Continue steps 7-11 until all orbits have been mosaicked. 
13.	 Lastly, mosaic all the orbits to produce a daily coverage mosaic. Click on DEM 
GENERATION and MOSAIC GRIDS. 
14. Select all the orbit mosaics and give a name to the OUTPUT GRID such as day01_m. 
5.1 Naming Convention Examples 
• CUF coverage day01_c 
• orbit mosaic o_04784 
•	 daily jpeg mosaic day01_m 
5.2 Introduction 
This manual outlines the step by step procedure for creating SPA-CUF and

SPA_SRF coverage and eps maps during the Antarctic Mapping Mission. The directory

layout is as follows: 
/datal/pub/amm... 
• .../jpeg_mosaic/cuf_cov CUF daily coverage 
• .../spa_srf SRF daily coverage and SPA-SRF eps files 
• .../spa_cuf SPA-CUF eps files 
• .../srf/dayOl (dayO2, dayO3...) The SRF files parsed on a daily basis 
• .../cuf/dayOl (dayO2, dayO3...) The CUF files parsed on a daily basis 
5.3 Login 
In order for the OSU Science Team to interactively work on this project an AMM 
home directory with related subdirectories was created. Using the AMM login and 
password will allow all persons to have read and write capability. 
From Polestar: 
• login: amm 
• psswd: rampOO 
• cd amm/jpeg_mosaic 
From Iceberg: 
• login: amm 
• psswd: rampOO 
• rlogin polestar 
• setenv DISPLAY iceberg:0.0 
• cd amm/jpeg_mosaic 
5.4 Arc/Info and the Integrated GIS & Image Analysis System 
Arc/Info can be evoked from the /datal/pub/amm/jpeg_mosaic directory as follows: 
• >arc 
• ARC> &r /ramp/liu/ramp/lhx 
5.4.1	 Workspace Setting 
It is important to write all new files in the correct directory. The first step is to 
create the CUF region coverage. 
•	 From the Icon Panel select UTILITIES and WORKSPACE. Set the workspace to: 
/datal/pub/amm/jpeg_mosaic/cuf_cov 
5.4.2	 CUF Region Coverage (skip to step 5, page 6 if already done) 
The CUF region coverage converts the Fastscan CUF text files into region and/or 
line coverage. 
• From the icon panel click on SATTRACK and FASTSCAN CUF's to ARC REGION. 
The display will look something like: 
Extract CUFs Into Arc/Info region: 
H	 ­
-
Load CUF f i l m : 
fapy. Solect«rf| ROWMB Ml 
ttrc/lrfo Rtglan: 
Help 
•	 Right click in the LOAD CUF FILES to evoke the Dialog_popup display. Select the 
directory the CUF files are in. 
/datal/pub/amm/cuf/dayOl (or dayO2, dayO3, dayO4 ) 
The CUF files will be displayed by clicking the FILTER button. 
dialog_popup 
Filter 
Directc Files

CWCAT«?Sf)Tl_1996^P29_04712_07061B.aF 
* 
Select fill j Select None j 
Filter Cancel

•	 SELECT ALL and click on OK. 
** I would suggest waiting until all the CUF's have been retrieved from the various 
satellite stations and parsed out into daily coverage (/datal/pub/amm/cuf/dayOl...) and then 
select all the CUF's to create daily coverage.*** 
• Choose a name for the ARC/INFO REGION such as day01_c (c for cuf). 
• Click APPLY. 
ru Extract CUFs into Arc/Info region: • 
* B - H 
Load OF 1 •iles: [ 
AJataZ/d ltal/pub/aw^c^/daaOVCflNGflTyRSflTl J.K60CT03_047ra_0G«57.nF 
/dataZ/d ital/pUv'aiWcuf/dayCdyCftNGflTNRSflTl 
/dataZ/d itaVpiiv'aiWcuf/'daaOiycnNCfiTNRSflTl J3360CT04.(M784_075752.aF 
/dataZ/d itaVpub/aM/cuf/dauOl/OVCOTNRSATl .133GtET11.04884_0754S7.aF 
/dataZ/d stal/pub/awv'cuf/dayOlAANGfiTMSflTt _1396SEP28_04G97_OK611.C1F 
/dataZ/d >tal/pti)/aiw/cuf/dayOl/CANGRT>RSATl 
/dataZ/d ital/ptii/aiw/cuf/'dayOiyCMCATffSATl 
r
 Working— 
r~± Convert...Please waitl 
Reaove Selectedj Re«ove ftll| OK In te r rup t . . . | 
frx/Info tegion: jdayOl 
fipply l imiss Help 
When the operation is complete the following notice will be displayed: 
[ZZj Conversion has been conpleted! 
OK Interrupt•.• | J 
5.4.3 Workspace Setting 
It is important to write all new files in the correct directory. The next step is to 
create is the Fastscan JPEG Mosaic. 
• From the Icon Panel select UTILITIES and WORKSPACE. Set the workspace to: 
/datal/pub/amm/jpeg_mosaic/mosaic/day01 (dayO2, dayO3...) 
5.4.4 Individual Orbit Coverage for Fastscan JPEG Mosaic 
• From the Icon Panel select FROM SAR PROCESSING and MOSAICKING 
FASTSCAN JPEG IMAGE. The display will look like this: 
Merge JPEC Images Into A Mosaic 
H - H 
Load OF riles; 
• Right click in the LOAD CUF FILES box to display the following Dialog _popup. 
• Select the directory the CUF files are in. 
/datal/pub/amm/cuf/dayOl (dayO2, dayO3, day 04 ) 
The CUF files will be displayed by clicking the FILTER button. 
Dlrectr Fll*t 
CfiHGfln*SflTt_19S60CTO5JM7E9_«4957.ajF 
O#«flTW!SflTU39KICTlt.04a4.C75457.ajF 
Cffl6flTHSRTU396SEF2B.04fiSe.073442.OF 
CflNCflTWSflTLa396SEP2a.047U.07061E.ajF 
Filter 
• Select the individual CUF file of interest and click on OK. 
• Right click in the JPEG DIRECTORY box to display the following Dialog_popup. 
• Select the directory that all the JPEG files are in. 
/data1/pub/amm/jpeg 
dlalog.popup 
Filter I 
/datal/pub/am/Jpegs/t

Salact Bir:

Selection

OK I Fllt«r| Cancel

• Click on OK.

•	 Enter the name for the FINAL MOSAIC such as 04784_o (o for orbit mosaic) in the 
appropriate box 
•	 Click APPLY. 
This routine will first check to make sure all the CUF's have matching JPEG's. If not, 
there will be this warning: 
Working.... 
m /datal/pub/amj«/RlG_047 69_064957_007 .JPG cannot be found! 
OK Interrupt.. .1 
Otherwise the routine will continue and geocode all the individual JPEG images with the 
information contained in the CUF files. After geocoding, the routine will automatically 
begin the mosaicking process. 
Working. 
Geocoding JPEG
Please wait! 
OK | Interrupt... ( 
3S , 
When the mosaicking has been completed you will be notified. 
Mosaicking has been completed!

5.4.5 Daily Coverage of Fastscan JPEG Mosaic 
The last step is to create a daily coverage of all the jpeg orbit mosaics. This is 
done by mosaicking all the orbit mosaics together. 
• Click on DEM GENERATION and MOSAIC GRIDS. 
Mosaicking. 
Input grids: 
I 
Rewove selected| C e  U sile: Kaxofl|Hinof

Output Grid: I

|Priority Merging Weighted Mosaicking)

Apply| Dia«ri.ss| Help(

Right click in INPUT GRIDS to display the SELECT A GRID dialog box: 
1Q. 
Directory: |/datax/datal/pub/a»/)p«>q_»c»aic/ao»aij 
Subdirectories Orids 
04769 o 
04783_o 
04884_o 
g04769_001 
gO4769_OO2 
1 
i 
04783_o 
04884_o 
g047G3l002 
pi 12 LI IJi 
Search string: 
Cancal| Helpj

• Choose the first mosaicked orbit and click OK. 
• Repeat this until all the mosaicked orbits have been selected. 
• Enter the OUTPUT GRID name such as day01_m (m for mosaic). 
Mosaicking... JQ 
B=H 
Input grids: 
/datal/pub/aitm/ipeq itiosaac/r.osaic/04769
:/datal/pnb/aEOT/jp*g_»osaic/iriO3aic/04783_o 
:/ datal/pab/ aram/ j pegjeosaic/itios aic/ 04 884_o 
Remove aelectedl C e n s i t e : 
Output Grid: 
jPriority Merging i feic^ited Wosaidcung( 
Help| 
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Section 6: SPA Region Coverage & EPS File Manual 
Biyan Li

Katy F. Noltimier


6.0 Abbreviated Steps 
6.0.1 Convert orbit plan to SPA coverage: 
1.	 Change Workspace to /datal/pub/amm/spa 
2.	 Create Region SPA coverage from orbit plan (SatTrack, SPA Daily Coverage). 
3.	 Convert orbit plan to UNIX Format (DOS=>UNIX) 
4. Convert orbit plan to region SPA coverage (CONVERT) 
5.	 Rename Region SPA coverage: ammcovl toammcovl_2 (_2 = orbit plan revision) 
6.0.2 Create daily SPA coverage 
1.	 View Daily Coverage 
•	 VISUALIZATION, NEW VIEW 
•	 COVERAGE & REGION 
•	 Right click in DATA SOURCE 
•	 Select Region Coverage that contains daily coverage of interest

/data 1 /pub/amm/spa

•	 Click on TEXT and change ATTRIBUTE column to ORBIT (optional). 
•	 Click on ADVANCE, select day of interest and delete others 
•	 De-select REGION OUTLINE 
•	 OK 
2.	 View Coastline 
•	 COVERAGE & LINE /datal/pub/amm/coast/coast30 
3.	 Draw 
4.	 Save View 
•	 VISUALIZATION, SAVE VIEW 
•	 save view as spa03_2_view 
6.0.3 Create SPA eps map 
1.	 Create EPS Graphic File. 
•	 VISUALIZATION, VIEW TOOL 
•	 Click on CAMERA 
•	 Select PostScript (EPS) for Output Format 
•	 Change name (UNIX move (mv) command) of snapshot.eps file: 
>mv snapshot spaO3_2.eps 
6.1 Introduction 
Region SPA coverage and daily SPA coverage maps will already be created and in 
the following file directories: 
• /datal/pub/amm/spa/ammcovl_l Region SPA coverage 1 (_1 is 1st plan) 
• /datal/pub/amm/spa/ammcov2_l.... Region SPA coverage 2 (_1 is 1st plan) 
Each region coverage will contain up to 100 orbits. These orbits will be grouped 
into daily coverage. For example ammcovl_l may have dayl, 2, 3, and 4. Where 
ammcov2_l may have day 4, 5, 6, and 7. And so on. Notice that ammcovl_l and 
ammcov2_l both have some orbits of day 4. This is important when displaying and 
creating daily coverage maps. 
Daily SPA coverage VIEWS and MAPS will already be created and in the 
following file directories: 
• /datal/pub/amm/spa/spaO2_l_view Day 2 View SPA coverage (1st plan) 
• /datal/pub/amm/spa/spaO2_ 1 .eps Corresponding EPS file of that daily coverage 
During the mission, the orbit plan may change. If this happens, revised Region 
SPA coverage and daily SPA coverage maps need to be created. The naming convention 
will be as follows: 
• /datal/pub/amm/spa/ammcovl_2
• /datal/pub/amm/spa/ammcov2_2
• /datal/pub/amm/spa/ammcov3_2
6.2 Login 
From polestar or southpole: 
• login: amm 
• passwd: rampOO 
• cd amm/spa 
From iceberg: 
• login amm 
• psswd: rampOO 
• xhost + 
• rlogin polestar 
• setenv DISPLAY iceberg:0.0 
• cd amm/spa 
 Region SPA coverage 1 (_2 is 2nd plan) 
 Region SPA coverage 2 (_2 is 2nd plan) 
 Region SPA coverage 3 (_2 is 2nd plan) 
6.3 Invoke Arc/Info 
From polestar or iceberg: 
• >arc 
• ARC> &r /ramp/liu/ramp/lhx 
From southpole: 
• >arc 
• ARC> &r /datal/liu/ramp/lhx 
6.4 Set Work Environment 
From the ARC/INFO icon panel: 
I '_ Integrated CIS and Imase Analysis System 
| Hq> Library Dffl CntntuB Surface toiling Inge fahacaat Stt Procssxug Satlradc joey fauliutita H i^piag Edit Utilities Clear Qmt Mf 
• Click on UTILITY, WORKSPACE. 
Workspace 
Directory: J/datar/datal/pub/amn/spa 
,Subdirectories 
lamm v i e v

sntncovl

ammcov3 Create new workspace... | 
armcov4 / Delete current workspace! 
Cancelj Help! 
• Change (if necessary) the workspace to /datal/pub/amm/spa. 
• Click OK.

6.5 Create Region SPA Coverage 
•	 From the ARC/INFO Icon panel click on SATTRACK, SPA DAILY COVERAGE. 
i \rJ SPA-> ARC GEN File Conversion 
Input AM SPA f i l e 
I

DOS->TMIX| 
Convert . . . | Cancel 
Right click in INPUT AMM SPA FILE and select newest orbit plan. 
Click OK. 
Select a Tile 
Directory: |/dataz/datal/pub/amn/spa

Subdirectories Files 
lamm viev _ i arramcor6 A Shovj 
ammcovl 
ammcov2 
ammcov3 -
|ammdata 
amndata. dos 
carmectfile J 
amncov4 log 
ammcovS t sel_spa_day.awl 
Search string: 
OK] Cancel| Help 
•	 From the SPA=>ARC GEN dialog box click on DOS=>UNIX box to make sure the 
new orbit plan is in UNIX format. 
•	 Then click on CONVERT box to convert the orbit plan to Region coverage. This may 
take some time. The naming convention that is automatically applied is as follows: 
ammcovl, ammcov2, ammcov3, ammcov4.... and so on. 
• After region coverage have been created click on CANCEL to dismiss the dialog box. 
6.5.1 Renaming Region Coverage 
In order to keep track of what orbit plan revision is the most current, the following 
renaming scheme has been adopted: 
ammcovl_x (where x is the orbit plan revision number, e.g., x=l is original or 
first plan, x=2 is 2nd plan, x=3 is third plan etc.) 
• From the ARC/INFO icon panel click on UTILITIES, COVERAGE MGMT 
f Coverage Manager 
: l/dataz/datal/pub/awB/spa 
All Linej Polyj Region! Pointj Node| Route! Address! Annof 
Subdirectories Coverages 
lamm view ammcovl 
ammcovl 
arancov2 
ammcov2 
ammcov3 —I Rename... | 
a»wmcov3 
amncov4 ammcov5 
Describej 
Delete! 
- Search string: 
F : 
Feature Tables Items

tMCOYl.AAT IFNODEft -i 
AKMCOVl.BND TNODEt 
AWMCOVl.PAT LPOLYl 
AWMC0V1.PATSWATH RPuXV* 
AMMC0V1.TIC LENGTH 
N

List Table[ Itew Info(

Cancel! Help'

-

Click on RENAME and enter the NEW name for the region coverage: 
jrj Rename Coverage 
Rename coverage:

/ dataz/ datal/pub/ arm/ spa/ aiwacovl 
t o :
 |an»icovl_l 
Rename! Cancel! 
• Click RENAME button. 
6.6 Create Daily SPA Coverage 
6.6.1 View Daily Coverage from Region Coverage 
• From the ARC/INFO icon panel click on VISUALIZATION, NEW VIEW 
Theme Manager 
untitled_viev
 I

3-D| 
Themes Drav l i s t 
Add New Theme 
Categories: Theme classes: 
Tun Line 
Netvork Route 
DynSeg Poly 
Grid Region 
Image Node 
N- N ­
±1 M Helpj 
Nev...[ Edit.. Drav| Clearf

Copy | Delete! Dray choicej

Create cover...(

Qait| Help! Scale 1:T

• Click on COVERAGE and REGION in the Add New Theme dialog box: 
Region Theme Properties 
Identifier: 
Data source:8
 1 
Source type: [Coverage Librarian! ArcStornf 
Region: 
Draw regions using: 
j Attribute f~ Symbol 
-i 
Synibolset...( 
COLOR 
j Lookup t a b l e : 
I 
-1 Advanced.. .f

Region outlines:

-I Text.., J Draw scale...1

-I Overpost...[

Execute macro: 
I 
Table..

CancelJ Helpj Previev|

Right Click in DATA SOURCE and select region coverage(s) which contain the daily 
coverage you are interested in. For example, ammcovl_l may contain dayOl, dayO2, 
dayO3, and dayO4 (part) and ammcov2_l may contain dayO4 (part), dayO5, dayO6, and 
dayO7. 
1} Select a Region Coverage and Subclass 
Directory: |/datar/datal/pub/arm/spa 
Subdirectories Coverages Subclasses 
anuncovl 
arancov2 
amticov3 
ammcov4 
Search string: 
£KJ Can cel| Help| 
Select a region 
Click on OK. 
From the REGION THEME PROPERTIES dialog box 
Click on TEXT 
r Coverage Text Properties 
Attribute Font Family Font Style 
AREA CO Tines Plain 
PERIMETER Courier 
SVJAIH* IGL' 
SWATH-ID 
RJMGS.OK Palacio 
KDtBS_NDK 
N-
Size Color 
6 I I 
e 
9 white 
10 blade 
blue 
P3IFJ 
12 
Spacing 
abedef ghijkl mnopqrst |Kern Proportional! Constantl Tight Kernl 
JttJ Bgset[ Wore.. .( Cancelj Help| 
• From the ATTRIBUTE Column select ORBIT. 
• Click OK. 
• From the REGION THEME PROPERTIES dialog box Click on ADVANCE: 
a Discrete Legend Editor 
r~ Attribute j Symbol 
Find Range! 
Symbolset: COLOR

Value-Meaning	 Symbol 
|1997-09-30 -> 
M:	 Updatef Add|

Deletej Interpret values as: Find valuej

Classify...(	 r* Unique Symbolset•..|

j Class breaks Color ramp...|

Copy theme••• |

JQKJ Cancel} Helpj	 Save As...( Preview( 
Right click in the ATTRIBUTE box and changeSWATHJD to ACQ_DATE. 
In the VALUE-MEANING box click on the date of interest, choose a color (i.e. red

SPA, blue=SRF, green=CUF).

Click on UPDATE.

Then delete all other days by selecting them and clicking on DELETE.

When done, click on OK.

From the REGION THEME PROPERTIES dialog box click on REGION

OUTLINES to de-select it.

Click OK.

Move the coverage from THEME to DRAW LIST and click on DRAW. This will

draw the daily coverage.

Overlay this with a coastline coverage.

Daily coverage with coastline will look something like: 
GRID 
n.y: 0.93S04.7.13S83 
Fa/1 dx.dy: -4.66289.-0.«73S2 dirt: 4.74401 
6.6.2 Save a View 
•	 From the ARC/INFO icon panel click on VISUALZATION, SAVE VIEW. Naming 
convention for VIEWS are as follows: 
spa3_02_view 3=day; 02=orbit plan revision 
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6.7 Create SPA EPS Graphic File 
• While the VIEW is still active, from the ARC/INFO icon panel click on 
VISUALIZATION, VIEW TOOLS. 
• Click on the CAMERA icon (fourth row, second column). 
Tools 
• X 
a-b 
Zoom 
11

View Snapshot 
11 x 8.5

11 x 17

17 x 11

24 x 32

Output format;: 
I Arc/Info Graphics 
PostScnut CEPS1 
Adobe Illustrator

CGM character encoded

CGM text encoded

Snapshot f i l e  : snapshot.eps 
IprI Include border around page 
par Include t i t l  e on output 
|e44_vxew 
_1 Send to output using: 
|lpr  - s 
Snapshot Previevf 
To make a hard copy printout click on SEND TO OUTPUT.

To make an *.eps file select POSTSCRIPT form the OUTPUT FORMAT section.

Click on APPLY. A graphics file will be create with a default filename of

snapshot.eps.

Make sure you change this name BEFORE creating another graphics file. Naming

convention for EPS files is as follows:

spa3_02.eps 3=day; 02=orbit plan revision. 
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Section 7: EPS Coverage Maps for SPA-SRF and SPA-CUF 
Biyan Li

Hongxing Liu

Katy F. Noltimier


7.0 Abbreviated Steps 
7.0.1 Create CUF Daily Coverage 
1. Set Workspace to: /datal/pub/amm/jpeg_mosaic/cuf_cov 
2. From icon panel click on SATTRACK and FASTSCAN CUF's to ARC REGION 
3. Right click in LOAD CUF FILES. Get from: /datal/pub/amm/cuf/dayOl (02.03...) 
4. SELECT ALL cuf files for that day. 
5. Give a name for the ARC/INFO REGION coverage such as dayO2_c. Click APPLY 
7.0.2 Create SPA-CUF Coverage 
1. Set Workspace to: /datal/pub/amm/spa_cuf 
2. View SPA daily coverage {/datal/pub/amm/spa/spaO2_l_view) 
3. Add CUF Region coverage for the corresponding day 
4. (/datal/pub/amm/jpeg_mosaic/cuv_cov/day02_c) 
5. (COVERAGE, LINE) 
*** note SPA daily coverage will be RED 
CUF line coverage will be GREEN 
SRF line coverage will be BLUE 
6. Overlay coastline (datal/pub/amm/coast/coast30) 
7. Save combined SPA-CUF View as spacuf_02_view. 
7.0.3 Create SPA-CUF EPS Maps 
1. Create EPS graphic file for SPA-CUF daily coverage. 
2. Change "snapshot.eps" output name to spacuf_02.eps (use UNIX "move" line 
command) 
7.0.4 Create SRF Coverages 
1. Set Workspace to: /datal/pub/amm/spa_srf 
2. From icon panel click on SATTRACK and FASTSCAN SRF's to ARC REGION 
3. Right click in LOAD SRF FILES. Get from: /datal/pub/amm/srf/dayOl (02,03...) 
4. SELECT only up to 4 srf files for one region coverage. 
5. Give a name for the SRF region coverage such as day01_ls, day01_2s.... 
6. Click APPLY. 
1 
7.0.5 Create SPA-SRF daily coverages 
1.	 View SPA daily coverage {/datal/pub/amm/spa/spaO2_l_view) 
2.	 Add SRF Region coverage(s) for the corresponding day 
{/datal/pub/amm/jpeg_mosaic/cuv_cov/day02_ls, dayO2_2s, dayO2_3s) 
(COVERAGE, LINE) 
*** note SPA daily coverage will be RED 
CUF line coverage will be GREEN 
SRF line coverage will be BLUE 
3.	 Overlay coastline {datal/pub/amm/coast/coast30 
4.	 Save combined SPA-SRF View as spasrf_02_view (this will be updated on a daily 
basis until all SRF's for a single day have been received). 
7.0.6 Create SPA-SRF EPS Maps 
1.	 Create EPS graphic file for SPA-SRF daily coverage. 
2.	 Change "snapshot.eps" output name to spasrf_02.eps 
7.1 Naming Convention 
• spaO2_l_view spa daily coverage (02=day, _1 = orbit plan) 
• dayO2_c cuf daily coverage 
• spacuf_02_view daily spa and cuf combined coverage saved as VIEW 
• spacuf_02.eps daily spa and cuf combined coverage saved as eps map 
• dayO2_ls srf daily coverage (02=day l=lst SRF file) 
• spasrf_02_view daily spa and cuf combined coverage saved as VIEW 
• spasrf_02.eps daily spa and cuf combined coverage saved as eps map 
7.2 Introduction 
This manual outlines the step by step procedure for creating SPA_CUF and

SPA_SRF coverages and eps maps during the Antarctic Mapping Mission. The directory

layout is as follows: 
/data 1 /pub/amm... 
• .../jpeg_mosaic/cuf_cov CUF daily coverages 
• .../spa SPA Region and VIEW coverages 
• .../spa_srf SRF daily coverages and SPA-SRF eps files 
• .../spa_cuf SPA-CUF eps files 
• .../srf/dayOl (dayO2, dayO3...) The SRF files parsed on a daily basis 
• .. ./cuf/dayO 1 (dayO2, dayO3...) The CUF files parsed on a daily basis 
7.3 CUF Region Coverage 
7.3.1 Workspace setting 
It is important to write all new files in the correct directory. The first step is to 
create the CUF region coverages. 
•	 From the Icon Panel select UTILITIES and WORKSPACE. Set the workplace to: 
/datal/pub/amm/jpeg_mosaic/cuf_cov 
7.3.2 CUF Region Coverage 
The CUF Region Coverage converts the Fastscan CUF text files into a region 
and/or line coverage. 
•	 From the icon panel click on SATTRACK and FASTSCAN CUFs to ARC 
REGION. 
The display will look something like: 
• Right click in the LOAD CUF FILES to evoke the Dialog_popup display. 
• Select the directory the CUF files are in. 
/datal/pub/amm/cuf/dayOl (or dayO2, dayO3, dayO4 ) 
The CUF files will be displayed by clicking the FILTER button. 
/dataZ/datal/pub/«Wcuf/day01/*,CUF 
Directc Files 
CANGATMSATL .19960CT03. .04769 .064957.OF 
CANGATf^SfiTi .139B0CT04. .04783 062102.CUF 
CANGATfRSflTi .199KKT04. .04784 .075752.OJF 
CANGflTPKSflTl .19960CT11. .04384 .075457.CUF 
CftNGATWSSATl .1996SEP28. .04G97, .0SSU.CIF 
CANGATNRSfiTl .1936SEP28. .04698 .073442.OJF 
CANGATMSATi 
.1996SEP29. .04712 _070616.CUF 
Select ftil ^ Select None ( 
• SELECT ALL and click on OK. 
** I would suggest waiting until all the CUF's have been retrieved from the various 
satellite stations and parsed out into daily coverages (/datal/pub/amm/cuf/dayOl...) and 
then select all the CUF's to create daily coverages.*** 
• Choose a name for the ARC/INFO REGION such as day01_c (c for cuf). 
• Click APPLY. 
f Extract CUFs into Arc/Info region: 
g H 
Load CUF files: 
/dataZ/datal/pub/ww/cuf /dasj01/CflNGBTM5flT1.199SXTr03.04769.064957 .CUF 
ZdaUZ/d«tal/p(jb/aiWcuf/dasK|lA3:INGflTNRSAT1.199QXTM_04784_^ 
/dataZ/datWpub/a^aif/da</)l/CAt«»TNRSOT^ 
* /daU^datal/pub/aw^cuf/da^VCflfGflTNRSftTlJ.996SEP2e_04B38.073W2.aF 
•" Working™ 
/Tk Convert...Please w i t  l 
Remove Selected| Remove AUJ OK Internet •1 
. . 
flrc/Info Region: dayOl 
Dlmiss Help 
When the operation is complete the following notice will be displayed: 
Working™. 
\l\) Conversion has been completed!

O< 1 Interrupt.,

7.4 Creating a SPA_CUF View and EPS Map 
7.4.1 SPA_CUFView 
•	 From the ARC/INFO icon panel click on VISUALIZATION, OPEN VIEW. 
•	 Change the directory to /datal/pub/amm/srf/ and select the spa_view corresponding 
to the day you are interested in. 
•	 Click OK. 
The daily SPA coverage with coastline will be drawn. 
CHID 
x.y: 0.93SO4.7.13S83

^
 d y . _4.66289.-0.873S2 dirt: 4.74401

Click on NEW in the THEME MANAGER dialog box to ADD NEW THEME. 
Theme Manager 
>> untitled view 
|2-p 3-D| 
Themes Draw l i s t 
±1

Add New Theme 
Categories:

Tim

Netvork

DynSeg

Grid

Image

Theme classes:

Line

Route

Poly

Region

Node

Nev.. . | Edit.. 
Copy I Delete| 
Create cover . . . | 
11 ±1

Drav| Clcar|

Draw choice}

Cancelj Help|

QuitJ Help| Scale 1 : 
Click on COVERAGE then LINE in the Add New Theme dialog box. 
•	 Right click in DATA SOURCE and select the CUF coverage that corresponds with the 
daily SPA coverage you already have displayed. 
•	 Select GREEN for the CUF coverage color. 
•	 Click OK. 
_rj Region Theme Properties 
Identifier: I 
Data source: I" 
Source type: |Coverage Librarian} ArcStorm|

Region:

Drav regions using:

j	 Attribute JC Symbol

Synbolset... \

COLOR

j Lookup table:

J	 Advanced...

j~	 Region outlines:

J	 Text.. -i Drav scale.

-I	 Overpost...|

i Execute macro:

Table..

Cancelj Help| Previewl

• Move the coverage from the THEME to DRAW LIST and click on DRAW 
CHOICE. 
7.4.2 Save a View 
• From the ARC/INFO icon panel click on VISUALZATION, SAVE VIEW. 
• Naming convention for VIEWS are as follows: 
spacuf_03_view 03=day 
7.4.3 Create an EPS Map 
• While the VIEW is still active, from the ARC/INFO icon panel click on 
VISUALIZATION, VIEW TOOLS. 
• Click on the CAMERA icon (fourth row, second column). 
Tools 
inn i 
•si Lw 
Zoom 
View Snapshot 
Output size:

- I 
11 X 8.5

11 X 17

17 X n

24 M 38

Output 
_i

Adobe Illxr»tr«to«­
COM c b u a c t n nncodod 
COM text encoded 
Snapshot Jils: snapshot. op*

If" I Include border ajEuuud

F~ Include title on output

Send to output

Snapshot

Apply| Cancal| Help)

• To make a hard copy printout click on SEND TO OUTPUT. 
• To make an *.eps file select POSTSCRIPT form the OUTPUT FORMAT section. 
• Click on APPLY. 
A graphics file will be create with a default filename of snapshot.eps. 
• Make sure you change this name BEFORE creating another graphics file. 
• Naming convention for EPS files is as follows: 
spacuf_03.eps 03=day 
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7.5 SRF Region Coverage 
SPA_SRF coverage map creation is almost identical to the SPA_CUF coverage 
map creation except that the workspaces are different and you will need to create several 
SRF coverage views to make up one daily coverage. The basic procedure follows: 
7.5.1 Workspace setting 
It is important to write all new files in the correct directory. The first step is to 
create the SRF region coverages. 
•	 From the Icon Panel select UTILITIES and WORKSPACE. Set the workspace to: 
/datal/pub/amm/srf 
7.5.2 SRF Region Coverage 
The SRF Region Coverage converts the Fastscan SRF text files into a region and/or 
line coverage. 
•	 From the icon panel click on SATTRACK and FASTSCAN SRFs to ARC REGION. 
•	 Right click in the LOAD SRF FILES to evoke the Dialog_popup display. 
•	 Select the directory the SRF files are in. 
/datal/pub/amm/srf/dayOl (dayO2, dayO3...) 
•	 The SRF files will be displayed by clicking the FILTER button. 
•	 SELECT NO MORE THAN 4 SRF files at a time and click on OK. 
•	 Choose a name for the ARC/INFO REGION such as dayOlJs (_ls for 1st srf file). 
•	 Click APPLY. 
7.6 Creating a SPA_SRF View and EPS Map. 
7.6.1 SPA_SRFView 
•	 From the ARC/INFO icon panel click on VISUALIZATION, OPEN VIEW. 
•	 Change the directory to Idatal/pub/amm/srf/ and select the spa_view corresponding 
to the day you are interested in. 
•	 Click OK. The daily SPA coverage with coastline will be drawn. 
•	 Click on NEW in the THEME MANAGER dialog box to ADD NEW THEME. 
•	 Click on COVERAGE and LINE in the Add New Theme dialog box. 
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•	 Right click in DATA SOURCE and select the SRF coverage that corresponds with the 
daily SPA coverage you already have displayed. 
•	 Select BLUE for the SRF coverage color. 
Click OK. 
•	 Move the coverage from the THEME to DRAW LIST anc click on DRAW 
CHOICE. 
7.6.2 Save a View 
•	 From the ARC/INFO icon panel click on VISUALZATION, SAVE VIEW. 
Naming convention for VIEWS are as follows: 
spasrf_03_view 03=day 
7.6.3 Create an EPS Map 
•	 While the VIEW is still active, from the ARC/INFO icon panel click on 
VISUALIZATION, VIEW TOOLS. 
•	 Click on the CAMERA icon (fourth row, second column). 
•	 To make a hard copy printout click on SEND TO OUTPUT. 
•	 To make an *.eps file select POSTSCRIPT from the OUTPUT FORMAT section. 
•	 Click on APPLY. 
A graphics file will be create with a default filename of snapshot.eps. 
•	 Make sure you change this name BEFORE creating another graphics file. 
•	 Naming convention for EPS files is as follows: 
spasrf_O3.eps O3=day 
12

Section 8: PlanningTool User Manual 
Katy F. Noltimier 

8.0 Introduction 
The PlanningTool was developed by Vexcel Corporation as part of the Radarsat 
Antarctic Mapping System (RAMS). This software tool will be used to display daily and 
accumulated coverage of Catalog Update Files (CUF) and Scan Result Files (SRF). 
8.1 Invoking the PlanningTool 
The initial system setup in order to evoke the Planning Tool is as follows: 
From Polestar: 
• setenv RAMSJJOME /data2/vexcel/rams 
• setenv RAMS_LOAD /datal/pub/amm/planjool (sets default directory) 
• cd $RAMS_HOME/bin 
• PlanningTool 
From Southpole: 
• setenv RAMSJiOME /usr/rams 
• setenv RAMS_LOAD /data4/pub/amm/ (sets default directory) 
• cd $RAMS_HOME/bin 
• PlanningTool 
PlanningTool 
flit Edit View Options 
RAMS Open Mission 
OK I Fhr I Oka | 
Select: None 
A RAMS Open Mission dialog box will automatically be displayed. 
8.2 Create a New Mission: 
• Close RAMS Open Mission dialog box 
• Click on FILE, NEW, MISSION from the PlanningTool panel 
PlanningTool 
File Edit View Options 
' RAMS Create Mission 
diytl 
M«w Miff Ion Directory Location) 
{ W 1 
MI ..ion Definit ion till 
SAMSS 
OK Case! 
Select: None! 
The RAMS Create Mission dialog must be filled in exactly the way: 
From Polestar 
• New Mission Name: dayOl (for example) 
• New Mission Directory Location /datal/pub/amm/plan_tool/day01 
• Mission Definition Files: /data2/vexcel/rams/data/antarctica.mapdef 
From Southpole 
• New Mission Name: dayOl (for example) 
• New Mission Directory Location /data4/pub/amm/mission/dayO 1 
• Mission Definition Files: /usr/rams/data/antarctica.mapdef 
• Click OK 
This function will take 10-15 minutes.

The mission directory in Polestar (/datal/pub/amm/plan_tool/day01) or in Southpole

(/data4/pub/amm/mission/day01) will look like:

drwxr-xr-x 11 kfn user 4096 Jul 23 13:57. 
drwxr-xr-x 4 kfn user 47 Jul 23 18:15.. 
-rw-rw-r-­ 1 kfn user 89 Jul 23 13:41 .errorid 
-rw-rw-r— 1 kfn user 87 Jul 23 13:41 .jobid 
-rw-rw-r— 1 kfn user 86 Jul 23 13:41 .ovid 
-rw-rw-r— 1 kfn user 87 Jul 23 13:41 .reqid 
-rw-r—r— 1 kfn user 710 Jul 23 13:52 Constants 
-rw-r~r~ 1 kfn user 143 Jul 23 13:41 Create.day 
-rw-rw-r-­ 1 kfn user 117 Jul 23 13:41 Mission.nam 
-rw-rw-r— 1 kfn user 87 Jul 23 13:41 Status 
-rw-r--r~ 1 kfn user 268 Jul 23 13:41 Tiers 
drwxr-xr-x 4 kfn user 69 Jul 23 13:53 b_to_b 
drwxr-xr-x 2 kfn user 77 Jul 23 13:52 blocks 
drwxr-xr-x 95 kfn user 4096 Jul 23 13:54 dems 
drwxr-xr-x 2 kfn user 56 Jul 23 13:55 gcps 
drwxr-xr-x 95 kfn user 4096 Jul 23 13:52 map 
drwxr-xr-x 2 kfn user 57 Jul 23 15:58 overlay 
drwxr-xr-x 12 kfn user 4096 Jul 23 15:54 sar 
drwxr-xr-x 96 kfn user 4096 Jul 23 13:57 tiles 
drwxr-xr-x 2 kfn user 9 Jul 23 13:41 tmp 
8.3 Special Overlays 
Special overlays include high resolution coastline and the boundary area. The 
boundary area needs only be copied if no map is display initially. 
From Polestar: 
• cp /data2/vexcel/rams/data/boundary.area /datal/pub/amm/plan_tool/day01/overlay 
• cp /data2/vexceUrams/data/coast.plns /datal/pub/amm/plan_tool/day01/overlay 
From Southpole: 
• cp /usr/rams/data/boundary.area /data4/pub/amm/mission/day01/overlay 
• cp usr/rams/data/coast.plns /data4/pub/amm/mission/day01/overlay 
8.4 Open a Mission. 
• Click on FILE, OPEN, MISSION from the PlanningTool panel. 
• At the bottom window type in: /datal/pub/amm/plan_tool/day01 
Once the mission is opened a boundary map will be displayed 
8.5 Ingesting CUF (or SRF) 
•	 Click on FILE, LOAD, INGEST CUF (or Scan Results) 
•	 Change directories to the directory that contains the CUF or SRF files and hit return to 
display the files. 
view options 
• There are 3 ways to load CUF's 
1. One at a time (click on desired file to highlight). 
2. Select all (choose select all button) 
3. In groups by clicking on multiple files to highlight. 
CANGATNRSATl_U»tfEP28>»*9e_« 
CANGATNRJAT1_1»WH>M.>OU~« 
CANGATNRSAT1 lWMATT»a 977>I 
* note when "selected all" for 98 SRF's I ran into a ingest problem that resulted in orbit 
display errors. I suggest limiting the ingest number to no more than 50 at a time. 
When multiple files are selected for ingesting (loading) this process 
will take a few minutes so be patient. 
8.6 Display CUF/SRF 
• Click on VIEW, FRAMES or VIEW, ORBITS.

The VIEW ORBITS takes less time to display than the VIEW FRAMES.

'le Edit view Options 
RAMS Feature Selection: Orbits 
Orbit 5094 (HAMPJ) 
Orbit 5099 (RAMPJ) 
Orb it 5098 (RAMPJ) 
Orbir7798{RAMP_l) 
Orbit469? (RAMPJJ 
Orbit S091 (RAMPJ) 
Orbit 5191 (RAMPJ) 
Orbit S190 (RAMPJ) 
Orbit 5193 (RAMPJ) 
Orbit 5093 (RAMPJ) 
Otbit 5090 (RAMPJ) 
Orbit 5092 (RAMPJ) 
Orbit S069 (RAMPJ) 
V- < v y : 
•	 By clicking on the orbit number displayed in the dialogue box that orbit will be 
highlighted in red on the map. 
•	 By clicking on a particular orbit on the map, that orbit number will be displayed and 
highlighted in the dialogue box. 
RAMS Feature Selection: Orbits 
Orbit 5093 (RAMPJ) 
Crt.it 5090 (RAMPJ) 
Obis 5092 (RAMPJ) 
Obit 5069 (RAMPJ) 
8.6.1	 Drawing Attributes 
To change the drawing attributes for selected orbit/frames: 
•	 Click on DRAWING ATTRIBUTES 
•	 Click on SELECT ALL in the RAMS Set Object Drawing Attributes dialog box 
•	 Frames and orbits can be displayed as outline or filled (this example will be filled) 
•	 Right click in FILL STYLE and a DRAWN MENUE DIALOG box will appear 
Left click in the fill style you prefer. 
RAMS Set Object Drawing Attribute 
•anaaaaaaaae

aaoaaaaaaac

'/. a-a a <\a a a a a a o

•	 To change the color, right click in FILL COLOR and a DRAWN MENU DIALOG 
box will appear. 
•	 Left click in the color you prefer. 
•	 Click OK. 
In the RAMS FEATURE SELECTION: ORBITS box click OK again. This will 
display the selected filled/colored orbits only. 
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By selecting VIEW, ORBITS from the PlanningTool panel again all the orbits will be 
visible plus the orbits selected for fill/color will be displayed. 
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8.7 View an overlay 
•	 Choose VIEW, OVERLAY from the PlanningTool panel ' 
•	 Left click on desired overlay. This will take a couple of minutes to display on the 
screen. 
RAMS Feature Selection: Overlays 
boundxayarta

twf coast.arta

OK	 Cancel 
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8.8 Zoom In 
• Choose from the PlanningTool panel OPTIONS, MAP AREA 
Canter Coordinate: 
Longitude -123.690068 
Latitude -88.301085 C&ter 
Map Extents (lat/lon) 
Upper Left: -53.392288,-47.522412 
Lower Righti -53.995630,137.567597 
Arcu 5760.0 km X 5760.0 km 
Scale: 6400.00 X 6400.00 (m/pixel) 
Zoom In
ZoomOut
 I 
j 
Cbse I I 
13 
•	 Left click on ZOOM IN. A box will appear in the RAMS MAP POSITION dialog. 
•	 To move the box you can click and drag or use arrow buttons. 
Then select APPLY. 
14 
Section 9: Sliver Checking User Manual 
Katy F. Noltimier 

9.0 Introduction. 
This manual describes how to perform sliver checking using geocoded images. See 
section 5 for JPEG mosaicking procedures. ASF QUICKLOOK images will be ingested 
into IMAGINE using ASF SAR-mosaicking tools and is not covered in this text. Once 
QUICKLOOK images are imported into IMAGINE the procedure will be the same. 
9.1 Subsetting Mosaicked Orbits 
After all the orbits for one daily coverage are mosaicked together, subsetting can 
begin. Make sure the workspace is in /datal/pub/amm/sliver. 
•	 From the ARC/INFO icon panel click on DEM GENERATION and SUBSETTING 
GRIDS: 
«=»	 Grid in Subsetting SA 
Input Grid: | 
Did rpl«y| Property- • • 
Output Grid :
 r~ 
Substing Area: 
By box . . . 
By coordinates] 
By Coverage...1 
By_ tprid... 
Dia«i8»| 
Right click in INPUT GRID to display the following: 
j SetectaQid,: 
AJ Directory: j/feul/p(i>/aB/jp»3_*euic/Ktuic 
Snbduectoriei firids 
M763_o 
04783.O Qi783.o 
04784J) D4784_o 
04884.O M88<_o 
g04769.001 
U J i  T 
Surd) ftrisq: 
«=Efil

•	 Select the orbit you wish to subset 
•	 Click OK 
•	 Assign a name to the OUTPUT GRID such as sl_04769 (s for subset, 1 for orbit 
segment) 
•	 Click on BY BOX 
•	 Trace a box around the section of the orbit mosaic you wish to subset by positioning 
the cursor where you want to begin and left click, pull the box laterally across the 
image to the desired area and right click. This will automatically generate the subsetted 
output grid. 
9.2 Importing into IMAGINE 
Invoke IMAGINE from the directory you wish to write the IMG formatted mosaic 
segments. Because the GCP Editor in IMAGINE will not work with ARC/INFO Grid 
format, the subsetted grids must be imported into IMAGINE. 
•	 From the IMAGINE icon panel click on IMPORT. 
r 1 
•
Import/ Export 
 Import v' Export 
ADRG _i 
Media: 
Input CDROM: 
CO-ROM _J 
Output Fie: (*Jmg) 
sliver/ 
- | 
Ok | Close Data Vtew,.. | Help | 
1 The file to which the data is written 
•	 Change the TYPE to GRID 
•	 Change the MEDIA to FILE 
•	 Click on one of the subsetted orbits. The output file will automatically be created with 
the same file name but with an *.img extension. 
•	 Click OK 
•	 Repeat this operation for all the subsetted orbits corresponding to a daily coverage. 
•	 After the *.img file is created the corresponding GRID file can be removed. This HAS 
to be done using an ARC/INFO command. 
9.3 Sliver Checking Procedure 
SLIVER CHECKING FLOW CHART 
Are like features in 
both images in the Evoke GCP Editor and

same geographic —No- rectify one image to

another
location? 
Yes 
1 
Add the two images Report jpeg sliver 
From visual Inspection together and measure Immediately to BPRC 
can enough overlap be — N o - * the amount of overlap. —No- {designated person who 
determined? Is there sufficient v will generate report to 
overlap? CSA and ASF 
Yes	 Yes 
I	 1 
Generate jpeg overlap^ /Generate jpeg overlap\

\report and send to ASF/ \report and send to AS^

9.4 Linking Viewers 
After geocoding and rectification is complete it is a good idea to double check the 
validity of the rectification. 
9.4.1. Abbreviated Steps for Linking Viewers 
1.	 Open two viewers and display the image pairs 
2.	 From one of the viewer icon panels click on VIEW, LINK/UNLINK, 
GEOGRAPHICAL 
3.	 At the prompt, position the cursor in the OTHER viewer and click 
4.	 From one of the viewer icon panels, click on the crosshair icon I 
5.	 Crosshairs will be displayed in both viewers. The center of the crosshairs should 
represent the same geographical location. Test this by moving one of the crosshairs to 
a feature that is contained in both images to determine if the feature is in the same 
geographical place. 
9.4.2 Linking Viewer Procedure 
•	 Display both the geocoded and rectified images in the viewers. 
•	 From one of the Viewer icon panels click on View, scroll down to Link/Unlink 
Viewers... and then select Geographical. This will evoke a Link/Unlink Instructions 
box. 
•	 Place the cursor in the other viewer and click. 
Llnk/Unllnk Instructions 
B T n In a Vleyor to llnkAnllnk ylth current Vleuer 
The cu**cr «rll 1 appear in fine of three f c r w j 
/• \ if Clicking In t h l a Vtever Mil l l i r * a l t h arrmt V i w 
e  ?	 Clicking i n t h l e Vleyar w i l l tan]Ink u l th current View 
£  ?	 Carrot 1 tnk u l t h th l> Vleaer 
The viewers are now linked geographically. 
•	 From the Viewer icon panel click on the inquire cursor i con | This will evoke

crosshairs to appear in both viewer.

•	 With the cursor click on the center of one viewers crosshairs as you move it around the 
crosshairs in the opposite viewer will also move. 
•	 Place the crosshairs on like features to verify that the rectification was successful. 
viewer 11 : E0100_100(eo.img tBand.1) 
Viewer 12 : E01»4_1009eo.lmg tB«nd_1 
V l »	 HOI P-MUr \fcctor AmotMier, 
View	 ft SMUT Vector 
M  r land FMfEfl. LUTWIUE insrcomnl 
ll S5.000 255.0001 isz.oool J 
9.5 GCP Editor 
9.5.1 Abbreviated Steps for GCP Editor 
1.	 Open two viewers and display image pairs 
2.	 Assign the viewer on the left as the DESTINATION viewer and the view on the right 
as the SOURCE viewer. 
3.	 From the SOURCE viewer (right), left click on RASTER, GCP EDITOR 
4.	 From the GCP Editor box left click on PAIR WISE, SELECT VIEWER and at the 
prompt click in the DESTINATION viewer (left). 
5.	 From the GCP Editor box click on SOURCE, SHOW CLIP EXTRACTION VIEW. 
6.	 From the GCP Editor box click on DESTINATION, SHOW CLIP EXTRACTION 
VIEW. 
7.	 From the GCP Editor box click on the CREATE GCP icon I | and position it over a 
feature that is identifiable on both images in the SOURCE Viewer Chip. Then repeat 
this in the DESTINATION View Chip (for the same feature). Continue for at least 4 
GCP points. 
8.	 Click on CALCULATE TRANSFORM icon • The key is to obtain a low RMS 
error. 
9.	 From the TRANSFORM Editor box click on the DISPLAY RESAMPLE LOG icon 
to display the RESAMPLE dialog box 
10. Make sure the X and Y values for the Output Cell Sizes equals the ground resolution of 
the original image (if not, change it). 
11. Select the OPEN FILE icon 1  3 from the RES AMPLE box and select the directory 
into which you wish to write the rectified image and assign an output file name using 
the DESTINATION image orbit number such as (s2_04784geo.img). 
12. Click OK. 
13. Display the newly rectified image in the DESTINATION viewer. 
14. Repeat steps in section 9.4. 
9.5.2 GCP Editor Procedure 
Open two viewers and display the newly geocoded image and the image to be 
rectified. For this procedure the images will be referred to as: 
Newly geocoded image = DESTINATION 
Image to be rectified = SOURCE 
•	 From the Viewer icon panel of the SOURCE image (image to be rectified), left click on 
Raster, scroll down and select GCP Editor. 
•	 From the GCP Editor box, left click on Pairwise, scroll down and select Select 
Viewer. This will prompt a View Selection Instructions box to appear. 
rj Viewer Selection Instructions 
PTTI inside a viewer to select 
Fcr Destination GCP't 
Left click in the DESTINATION (geocoded image) Viewer. This will link the two 
viewers and display the X- and Y-SOURCE and X- and Y-DESTINATION columns in 
the GCP Editor. 
From the GCP Editor box click on SOURCE, scroll down and select Show Clip 
Extraction View. This will display a Viewer Chip that is linked to the SOURCE 
image viewer along with View Finder I I that resides in the SOURCE image viewer. 
From the GCP Editor box click on DESTINATION, scroll down and select Show 
Clip Extraction View. This will display the Viewer Chip and View Finder. 
Viewer t2 : E0184 1 oonro.lmo (:Band_l> 
Viewer I I EOlOlxlOO.Ims Uand. l ) 
Fl l . ^tilita t}m mi kmlv Vtctor ftmct«n»i H.IP f l l  . jftlllta Vim (01 l i n  e V«to- (»«>Utlon H>!f> 
^iaJP]B|gJ^l^lMld±J^iy 
Viewer 14 
Position the View Finders over an area that contains the same feature in both images 
(as illustrated in the previous example). The area of interest will be magnified in the 
Viewer Chips. 
From the GCP Editor box click on the create GCP icon SI and position it over an 
identifying point on the feature (such as an edge, intersection, point) in the SOURCE 
Viewer Chip and click. This will place a GCP#1 identifier in that location and the 
coordinates for that location will be automatically entered in the GCP Editor X- and Y­
SOURCE columns. You must select the feature in the SOURCE viewer first. 
Click on the create GCP icon i!U again and position it over the exact same identifying 
point in the DESTINATION Viewer Chip and click. This will place a GCP#1 
identifier in that location and the coordinates for that location will be automatically 
entered in the GCP Editor X- and Y-SOURCE columns. 
Continue doing this for a minimum of 4 GCP points. 
This will look something like: 
• After you have selected as many GCP points as possible, click on the calculate 
transform icon lis&l. This will display the transformation matrix box and the rms error. 
The RMS error must be very small ( < 1) to obtain a good rectification. 
viewer «2 |  — Rel.mple

y.io« MI R~q Output n u t c».i«a> Weaiple Hethoar

^gj H»«r«»t
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Projaotlont

Unit*: Urtuoun 
Set Hop Projectton...

Output

ULX: 82336.OOOOOO £ LRX: I83E3G .OOOOOO £.

UL»t 126S22.0O00O0 fr LRVl 15722 .oooooo 1L­

ulato Output Pofault*,.. |  - I Iyxjr* 2«ro in £t«ta. 
Help 
_XJ EC| 
Point  • ! Point IB >. X SOUPC«|Y Sour<al>l X D»»t7~ ^ Y Dett. JK Roaldmili 
Vlewrar HI ; EO1 01x100.Img ( :Bim 
" i Transform Editor (no f l ic )

F l  U Vlsw Edit

_IJ E| ™J 
httJU.Z771B8 
" 1 RMS Error 
* RMS Err«r: 0.BCH378 
Y fittS Errw-t 0.233305 
Total RHS Error: 0.655446 
•	 From the Transform Editor box click on the display resample log icon | I to display 
the Resample dialog box. 
•	 Make sure the X and Y values for the Output Cell Sizes equals the ground resolution 
of your image. 
•	 Select the open file icon HH from the Resample box and select the directory into 
which you wish to write the "rectified" image and assign an output file name. I suggest 
using the same name with an *geo extension. 
•	 Click on Okay to complete transformation/rectification process. 
9.6	 Adding Images 
9.6.1	 Abbreviated Steps for Adding Images 
1.	 From the IMAGINE Icon Panel click on INTERPRETER, UTILITIES, 
OPERATORS 
2.	 Enter the image pairs (or the Source and NEWLY rectified DESTINATION) in the 
INPUT FILE #1 and INPUT FILE #2. 
3.	 Enter an OUTPUT FILE name such as 04784_04884.img. 
4.	 Make sure the settings are as follows 
Operator is + 
Select area is UNION 
Output is UNSIGNED 8-BIT 
5.	 Click OK 
9.6.2	 Adding Images Procedure 
After verification that the two images are geo-referenced, measurement of the 
percentage of overlap must be calculated. I suggest adding (or subtracting if the images are 
overly bright) the two images together. This will result in the overlapping area to be much 
brighter then the non-overlapping areas (or vice versa if subtracting). 
•	 From the ERDAS IMAGINE icon panel click on the Interpreter icon, scroll down and 
select Utilities. 
•	 From the Utilities box select Operators. This will evoke a Two Input Operators 
box. 
•	 Click on the open file icon 1  1 under Input file #1 and type in the directory and 
filename of one of the geo-referenced images. 
•	 Do the same for Input file #L 
•	 Click on the open file icon M under Output file and type in the directory and filename 
of •the resultant added (subtracted) images. 
Make sure the Operator is set for addition (+) (or subtraction (-)), the Select Area By 
is set for Union, and the Output is changed from Float Single to Unsigned 8-bit. 
Saulon utility 
"^' J 
: Parmctm 
n o 1 CatdOQ 1 Imoort 
IMAj&NE*	 a SHI T i r -f^ Ownpuiir 'kiuipretBr oasufior ; HodeUr Vector Radar 
Two Input Operators	 Image Interpreter 
Ifpue Flit t£[ (a.L«o) Sweul I 
Speca-tl 
L « ^ : Ml  - I 
I t ; (».i«B> Output Optlorn; 
Stlact 
• IMon 
ITVIA it: ttolgnad 8 bit 
Irtvt «2: 
HOI . . . 
Cmtl H«lp 
|S«lKt the v«a to applu fuwtlon ta. 
•	 Click on OK for the operation to proceed. 
When the operation is complete, display the added image in a viewer to verify that the 
overlapping areas are highlighted. 
9.7	 Measuring Overlap/Sliver 
9.7.1	 Abbreviated Steps for Measuring Overlap/Sliver 
1.	 Display the "added" image pair in a viewer. 
2.	 From the Viewer Icon Panel, click on UTILITY, MEASURE 
3.	 Click on EDIT, SET UNITS. Make sure the length is set to METERS 
4.	 Click on the MEASURE LENGTH and ANGLES icon i&2. Place the cursor along 
the edge of the overlap, click and drag it over the the opposite edge 
PERPENDICULAR to the line of overlap. The length of overlap will be displayed in 
the Measurement box. 
5.	 To obtain the percent of overlap: 
[(measured overlap)/ (#columns * ground resolution)]* 100. 
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9.7.2 Measuring Overlap/Sliver Procedure 
The final step is the actual measurement of the overlapped area and calculation of 
the percentage of overlap. 
•	 From the View Icon Panel click on Utility, scroll down and select Measure. This will 
evoke a Measurement box to appear. 
•	 Click on Edit, scroll down to Set Units and make sure the Length is set to meters (I 
believe the default is inches). 
•	 To make the measurement, click on the measure lengths and angles icon iM Place the 
cursor along the edge of the overlap, click and drag it over to the opposite edge as 
illustrated below: 
-J	 Viewer f1 : ov.rlip.lm, < L«y»r_ I) 
Ml*	 U u l i l u View MI Ralta- V K K T ftmototlai 
L. Line Length 3*02.11 meter~l. Bearing <Jto Projection Inforwtlo . ­
•	 The length of the line will be displayed in the Measurement box. 
•	 Divide this number by the number of columns * ground resolution of the image to 
obtain the percentage of overlap. 
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Section 10: SPA Coverage Checking User Manual 
Biyan Li

Katy F. Noltimier (editor)


•  • 
10.0 Introduction 
plan. f ° r d e t e C t l  ° n Of W in the orbi< 
10.1 Login 
Use the amm login and password. Change directories to: 
Southpole: 
/data4/pub/amm/spa_check 
Polestar: 
/data 1 /pub/amm/spa_check 
10.2 ARC/INFO 
From the directory you wish to write output files in evoke ARC/INFO: 
>Arc 
>&r /dataO/liu/ramp/lhx (southpole) 
>&r /ramp/liu/ramp/lhx (polestar) 
10.2.1 Change workspace 
• From the ARC/INFO icon panel click on UTILITffiS, WORKSPACE. 
• Change the workspace (if needed) to the directory you wish to write output files. 
l
~
r
~^T Workspace 
A I Directory : |/dataz/datal/pub/amin/spa 
Subdirectories 
amomcovl 
avtvDCov£ Create new workspace... j 
arwncov4 / Delete current workspace| 
QKJ Cancelj Helpf 
i _ 
10.2.2 Convert SPA data into ARC/INFO Coverage 
•	 From the ARC/INFO icon panel click SatTrack, SPA to ARC REGION. 
•	 Right click the Input SPA Files box and select a *.exp file which is an exporting file 
from SPA. 
S P A -> ARC G E N 
Input SPA Fi lo: 
n	 1 
Chock Form DOS->UN!Xf 
Convort 1 Cancel| 
note: file name length can not be greater than 13 characters. 
•	 Click on "DOS=>Unix" to convert the DOS SPA file to UNIX format file. When 
completed, a notice will be prompted as follows. . 
Notice 
DOS to Unix conwrsian i» caplstodl 
•	 Click OK to get back to the SPA --> ARC Gen File Conversion dialog box 
•	 Click on Convert Button to invoke the SPA to ARC/INFO conversion. It might take 
some time if there are many swathes in the SPA file. 
working-
Converting /datax/datal/biyanli/ori»it_fUe/n*_l_8.ejqj to region 
r*b_l_8_reg 
A regional coverage file will be created. The output file name will automatically be 
created using the input file name changing the .exp extension to _reg 
10.2.3 Display the SPA coverage 
•	 From the ARC/INFO icon panel, click on VISULIZATION, NEW VIEW. 
•	 From the ADD NEW THEME dialog box, click COVERAGE, REGION to load the 
region coverage. 
EJ Ad d New Theme 
Categories: Theane classes: HI

3" Point: 
Tin,	 - Line 
Network K x n x f c e j	 JGrid i . : -.-.

Imago Noda •Jt

Canonlf Help| 
•	 From the REGION THEME PROPERTIES dialog box. Right click in the DATA 
SOURCE box and select the region coverage you wish to display. 
Region Theme Properties 
Source typ«: i.iJbrarxjp| ArcStor»| 
ftogion: 
Brsv regimw u»u>g: 
Lookup tattle: 
fr Region otftlimaat [j1 
j	 Text...1 J fa« 
_j	 Exscutfl 
. Select the shading color and the frame outline color, and then press OK. This coverage 
will be displayed in the left column of the theme management window. 
•	 If the coverage needs to be displayed with coastline, click COVERAGE, LINE to load 
the coast line coverage. 
SOUTHPOLE: 
/dataO/liu/add_database/av/scale3/coast 
POLESTAR: 
/data l/pub/amm/coast/coast30 
•	 If the coverage needs to be displayed with layover polygons, click COVERAGE, 
LINE to load the layover polys.

SOUTHPOLE:

/dataOAiu/jpc/layover 
POLESTAR: 
/datal/biyanli/orbitJileAayover_prj 
• If the latitude and longitude needs to be displayed, click MACRO, MACRO

SOUTHPOLE:

/dataOAiu/jpc/antlatlon.aml 
POLESTAR: 
/datal/biyanli/data_covers/antlatlon.aml 
•	 All the themes added will be displayed in the left column of the theme management

window.

•	 Move the themes to the right in the theme management window, click DRAW. 
Theme Manager 
COT I P» l t« l Vrmr cho£o>| 
mr...j 
Seal* 11
 |23SS9307 " 
The result of the swath coverage overlaid with coastline, layover poly, latitude and 
longitude will be displayed as: 
x.yr: 10.87598.6.76673

dx.dy: 10.87S99.6.7SCT3 dirt: 12.90980

3OW	 30 E 
60 E 
?• 
10.2.4 Checking SPA Coverage 
.	 From the ARC/INFO icon panel click VISUALIZATION, VIEW TOOL. A group of 
Icons will appear as follows: 
Tools 
\ 
QPMJ 
• D 
a-b 
—2kJ 
Zoom 
Click the zoom in/zoom out icons in the icon groups. 
Click on the left icon on the second row (the one with a ruler on it), to find the 
geographic location of a gap 
Click on the first icon and point to the location of the gap. The latitude and longitude 
will appear on a notice box. 
Notice 
location; Lat - -83.7S53307533 LOB - 163.5316702731 
10.2.5 Print Out the View 
•	 Click the Camera Icon in View Tool icon group and the following window will be 
shown on the screen: 
z lew Snapshot Output sice: 
11 x 8.S 
11 * 17 
17 x 11 
24 x 32 
Output 
Arc/Info graphic* 
Adobe I l lustrator 
COM character encoded 
COM tout oncodad luf 
Snapshot f i lo : snapshot. ops 
jr~ I Include bordec around 
[~ Tnciretw t i t l  e on output 
j Sand to output using: 
[lpr -» 
Snapshot-Pr<m.mi| 
Cancel! 
•	 Click on SEND TO OUTPUT to print, then click on the APPLY button. This will 
print out a hard copy of the view. 
•	 To create a graphics file of the view, de-select SEND TO OUTPUT. 
•	 Click APPLY. This will generate an output file with the filename snapshot.eps. Make 
sure to change this name before making the next output. 
10.2.6 Save View and Quit 
•	 From the ARC/INFO icon panel, click VISUALIZATION, SAVE VIEW and specify 
a file name. 
Dismiss all the open windows and quit from view. 
From the ARC/INFO icon panel click on QUIT. 

Section 11: Analysis 
Katy F. Noltimier

Rick Forster

Hong Gyoo Sohn


11.0 Introduction 
The analysis section is divided into three parts: 
1. Fastscan Observations and Image Quality Assessment 
2. Automatic Gain Control Verses Fixed Gain Analysis 
3. Verification of Geometric Accuracy for SPA, QL, and ASP 
11.1 Fastscan Observations and Image Quality Assessment 
Fastscan processes SAR signal data and enables the user to view browse-type 
images. It has the capability of producing visual images that scroll up or down a computer 
screen for initial visual inspection. In addition several product files are created. For the 
purposes of the AMM image "jpeg" and text "cuf' (catalog update files) are of interest. 
11.1.1 Check List 
A check list was created to assist in data management of satellite downlinks (Figure 
11.1). The check list comprises SPA predicted orbit information, Fastscan data 
information, and Fastscan image quality check. SPA predicted orbit information will be 
supplied in advance and needs to be recorded (in advance) for the respective satellite 
receiving stations. The Fastscan data information will be obtained at the time the satellite 
downlinks the signal data from its onboard recorder (these times should also be known in 
advance). Any deviation between the SPA and FASTSCAN start times and duration 
times must be reported immediately. 
Fastscan image quality check is the visual inspection of the images as they scroll up 
or down the computer monitor. There are four main image quality features: 
1. data drop outs 
2. ghosting effects 
3. horizontal lines 
4. banding effects. 
11.1.2 Data Drop Outs 
Of critical importance is the identification of data drop outs. Data drop outs are 
missing data that show up as black sections in the images. This could be due to an error in 
the satellite on/off times that results in missing image data at the beginning or end of the 
orbit (this can be verified by comparing the Fastscan data information start time and 
duration time with the SPA predicted orbit information (Figure 11.1)). In addition, data 
drop outs could be the result of a satellite malfunction that would cause a gap in the image 
data. Data drop outs must be reported immediately. 
11.1.3 Ghosting Effects 
Ghosting effects result in the double imaging of a feature in an image (Figure 11.2). 
Residual ghosting effects have been observed on Alaska SAR processed (ASP) images and 
need to be documented if visible on the fastscan images. If such effects are visible during 
the fastscan visual inspection, the approximate time (or times) and any applicable 
comments need to be recorded. The time(s) are obtained from the fastscan monitor as the 
images scroll by. 
Examples of comments would be: 
1. Ghosting affects the first 50% of orbit (start time and end time) 
2. Ghosting shows up periodically through orbit (approximate times they show up) 
3. Ghosting only mildly affects image quality (how often & times) 
4. Ghosting badly distorts image quality (how often & times) 
11.1.4 Horizontal Lines (across track) 
Horizontal lines (HL) are lines that run horizontally across track through an image 
(Figure 11.3). Residual lining effects have been observed on Alaska SAR processed (ASP) 
images and need to be documented if visible on the fastscan images. If such lines are 
visible during the fastscan visual inspection, the approximate time (or times) and any 
applicable comments need to be documented. The time(s) will be obtained from the 
fastscan monitor as the images scroll by. 
Examples of comments would be: 
1. HL's effect the first 50% of orbit (start time and end time) 
2. HL's show up periodically through orbit (approximate times they show up) 
3. HL's only mildly effect image quality (how often & times) 
4. HL's badly distort image quality (how often & times) 
11.1.5 Banding Effects 
Banding effects appear as alternating light and dark bands across an image (Figure 
11.4). Residual banding effects have been observed on Alaska SAR processed (ASP) 
images and need to be documented if visible on the fastscan images. They will usually 
appear where there is an abrupt change in brightness from one area to another in a scene 
(e.g., from dark to light) and has a slanted geometry (runs at an angle across the image). If 
banding is visible during the fastscan visual inspection, the approximate time (or times) 
and any applicable comments need to be documented. The time(s) will be obtained from 
the fastscan monitor as the images scroll by. 
Examples of comments would be: 
1. Banding effects the first 50% of orbit (start time and end time) 
2. Banding shows up periodically through orbit (approximate times they show up) 
11.1.6 Gatineau verses Prince Albert Fastscan Products 
A comparison of Fastscan products from the same signal data were made between 
those generated at the Gatineau Satellite Station and those generated at the Prince Albert 
Satellite Station (Figure 11.5). The Fastscan "jpeg" images were identical and the Fastscan 
"cuf' files were identical. 
Gatineau Downlink Check List Tape I.D. Number:

Data handler: Katy Noltimier Fed Ex Airbill #:

TEL# (819) 827-3791

FAX# (819) 827-4638 Date:

email: outgoing only Downlink time:

SPA Predicted Orbit # Fastscan Data Information 
Acquisition Date Acquisition Date 
Start (Acquisition) Time Start (Satellite) Time 
Orbit Duration Orbit Duration (End-Start Time) 
Orbit Number Orbit Number 
Orbit Direction Orbit Direction 
Beam Mode Beam Mode 
Segment* ( lo r2) 
***ANY DEVIATION BETWEEN SPA AND FASTSCAN START TIMES AND 
DURATION TIMES MUST BE REPORTED IMMEDIATELY *** 
Fastscan Image Quality Check 
Yes No Times Comments 
Data Drop Outs 
Ghosting Effects 
Horizontal Lines 
Banding Effects 
ALL DATA DROP OUTS MUST BE REPORTED IMMEDIATELY 
JPEG's and CUF's ftp to BPRC: date time (local) 
Figure 11.1. Example of check list to be used at the Gatineau Satellite Station. 
FASTSCAN VERSES ASP IMAGE QUALITY CHECKING

Fastscan orbit-scene: 4769-002 ASP orbit-frame 4769-645

Residual 
Ghosting 
ofioct on ASP, 
image 
Fastscan Image 47G9-OO2| 
Gho6ting ofloct rostilting 
in double imaging plus 
horizontal line noise 
ASP Image 4769-645 
Some ghosting effects 
noticuble in upper 
left quadrant of irneyc 
but horizontal line 
noiEO not visible 
Figure 11.2. Example of ghosting effects on fastscan products and residual ghosting on 
Alaska SAR processed (ASP) image. Notice there are no residual horizontal lines on ASP 
image. 
VkkiifcS ASP IMAG CKING 
Fastscan orbit-scene: 4697-009 and 010 ASP orbit-frame: 4697-666 
ittcan imugos 4697.009 (top) and 4697^010 (bottom) 
Residual 
horizontal lines 
on ASP Image 
Ghosting effects on Fastscan images

do not appear on ASP image

Figure 11.3. Example of horizontal line effects on fastscan products and residual lines on 
Alaska SAR processed (ASP) image. Notice there is no residual ghosting effects on ASP 
image. 
Comparison of ASP Images (orbil-frsme) and Fastscan Images (orbit-scene) 
\I>I«! banding in ust fmrrm |fi?O)«>l tha ASn imaga ^carT»78*OOe.­
and :l>* first end *econe scenni(COC. 0C7>of t)i« 
'asts^an Imogcs Tests were run 10 determine H i 
this was a result ot AGC pararntrers 
', 
j 
Fflsiscan 4734-007 
• ' % ••• 
ASP-47$4<23 
Fanscan 4787-OO8 v 
v • 
Ay 
Figure 11.4. Example of banding effects on fastscan products and residual banding on 
Alaska SAR processed (ASP) image. Note the sharp change in brightness and the 
geometry of the coastline. 
COMPARISON OF FASTSCAN IMAGES

JPEG images from Gatineau Station images from Prince Albert Station 
^orbit-scene: 4783-002 orbit-scene: 4783-002

1

orbit-scene: 4784-006

^rbU-scene 4784-007 orbit-scene 
Figure 11.5. No difference noted in fastscan products 
11.2 Automatic Gain Control vs. Fixed Gain Analysis 
RADARS AT 1 (Rl) is equipped with a variable attenuator in order to prevent the 4 bit 
A/D from saturating over areas of high backscatter. The attenuator can be set at a fixed 
value for the duration of a data acquisition or it can be time-variable, dependent upon the 
backscatter of a portion of the imaged area. The typical method of operation is to use the 
Automatic Gain Control (AGC). Since the AGC is selected based on the return from only 
about 25% of the full swath width it is conceivable that the portion used to determine the 
AGC setting could cause saturation or an under utilization of the 4 bits. On the other hand, 
if the backscatter varies considerably during the acquisition a fixed gain selection may also 
have the same problems. 
We determined that the AGC mode is more desirable than the fixed gain mode for the 
Antarctic Mapping Mission (AMM). The primary reasons for this selection are the 
extreme and rapidly varying backscatter over many of the orbit swaths and the lack of 
negative consequses seen in the AGC images. The only Rl data available to us at the time 
of the analysis was uncalibrated therefore, our assessments are based on relative 
comparisons of DN. A summary of our results are present below. 
11.2.1 Analysis of AGC Values 
The AGC values and the relative location of their changes are contained within the 
Scan Results Files (SRF). AGC plots were generated for many Antarctic north-looking Rl 
orbits over a variety of ground conditions. An example of an entire data acquisition is 
shown in Figure 11.6 with the changes occurring within the coastal margin scene shown in 
Figure 11.7. The change of 12 dB in a single scene is common in data acquisitions at the 
coast and over the Antarctic Peninsula and the Trans-Antarctic Mountains. These steep 
gradients in backscatter are consistent with previous observations of Antarctica using ERS­
1 scatterometer data by Rott et al. Based on these results it would be difficult to choose an 
optimal fixed gain value for the duration of a data acquisition. 
Scan Results rile: H1UD090805T2ND001.D 
1 1.5 2 
AGC_CHANGES (echo number) 
Figure 11.6. Entire data acquisition. 
Scan Results File: R105090B05T2Nuoou7FrenieiE25 
1 1.2 1.4 1.S 1.8 
AGC_CHANGES (echo number) 
Figure 11.7. Coastal margin changes. 
11.2.2 AGC/Fixed Gain Comparisons 
Antarctic north-looking Rl data in both AGC and Fixed gain data were acquired over 
5 test areas in order to make a qualitative assessment of the images. The location of the 
test areas were chosen to represent the variety of ground cover types to be encountered 
during the AMM. Several fixed gain orbits were used with a variety of gain settings. The 
interpretability of the images were compared by visual inspection and the effective use of 
the DN values determined with histogram analysis. There was no observable differences in 
the image quality between the AGC and those Fixed Gain scenes with a gain setting near 
the AGC selected value. The histogram analysis showed that the AGC scenes typically 
used a larger portion of the DN range. 
11.2.3 ERS-1/RADARSAT Comparisons 
A similar comparison of the image interpretability and histograms were performed 
with ERS-1 and AGC RADARS AT scenes of the same areas. On the Antarctic Peninsula, 
where the ERS-1 data were processed at 16 bits by ESA, the data were converted to 8 bit 
by an OSU algorithm in order to match the 8 bit format of the ASF processor. For these 
scenes the comparisons showed negligible differences between the scenes. ERS-1 data 
acquired through the McMurdo station (already in 8-bit format) used a wider range of DN 
values for areas of low backscatter within a scene (Figure 11.8). For relatively bright areas 
within the same scenes Rl with AGC had a broader histogram distribution (Figure 11.9). 
We closely inspected several features with small scale and subtle contrast (e.g. glacier flow 
lines) and found no difference in the interpretability of the ERS-1 and AGC Rl images. 
E0122 (8 bits) 
Figure 11.8. ERS-1 data distribution of Digital Numbers (DN). 
R1 .5090,625 (AGC) 
Figure 11.9. Radarsat data distribution of Digital Numbers (DN). 
11.2.4 Swath Overlay on AVHRR Map 
The planned AMM mapping swaths were superimposed on an AVHRR map to 
determine the areas of potential problems caused by swaths crossing the coast at shallow 
(oblique) angles. With this geometry it is possible for the narrow AGC window to be 
observing a low backscatter area such as the sea while a large portion of the full imaged 
swath contained much brighter ice shelf or land-cover. The composite map verified that a 
vast majority of the coastal crossings are at steep angles. The only major potential 
problems occur along Palmer Land and the Northern tip of Victoria Land, but the presence 
of sea ice during the AMM will minimize the effect. 
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11.3 SPA Verification 
Verification of SPA and ASP (Alaska SAR Processed) four comer points was 
performed to determine geometric accuracy. The ASP SAR images used for this analysis 
were processed on the SAR processor prior to July 20, 1997. SPA data represents the 
predicted orbit the satellite travels and is used as an initial orbit plan for data acquisitions. 
Figure 1 shows the location of two ASP SAR images and the corresponding SPA 
data overlain by the ADD coastline in Polar Stereographic coordinate system. The four 
corner points for the ASP SAR images were obtained from the leader file. The values in 
the middle show the overlap distance measured between the SAR images and SPA data, 
respectively. The values at either side show the difference in geographic position 
between the SAR images and SPA predicted orbit. The small triangle in the right hand 
side of image frame is the location of control point (Dumont 'Urville Station: 66deg 39 
min 33 sec South, 140 deg 00 min 50 sec East). The crossed point (+) in the right frame is 
the estimated location of control point relative to the SAR frame 
iginal Control Point Lo 
Fig 11 10. Location of SPA predicted orbit, ASP SAR image frames (corner points 
obtained from image leader file), and ground control point. 
11 
Figure 11.11 was created to verify the overlap extent between the leader file four 
corner points and the actual image data. Georectification was performed by matching 
like features contained in both images. 
SPA Verification

5119-621
 5262-620

Scale 
Kilometers fin 
Figure 11.11. The SAR images used were Orbit 5119 621 (left) and Orbit 5262-620

(right). The left image was acquired in 1996, 301 Julian days. The right image was

acquired in 1996, 311 Julian days.
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11.3.1 Analysis 
As shown in Figures 11.10 and 11.11, the overlap estimated for the leader file 
information (SAR image), the SPA, and the actual SAR images is almost same. So we 
assume that the random error in corner points is minimal in the range direction. 
The (X,Y) image location of the ground control point (Figure 11.10) was 
estimated from the actual distance (in kilometers). The (X,Y) location was calculated to 
by (4585,4444). The observed (X,Y) position for the control point in the actual image 
was determined to be (4538, 4042). The difference is 47 pixels in the X-direction and 
402 pixels in the Y-direction. This corresponds to a ground distance of 587 meters in the 
X-direction (47 pixels x 12.5 meters) and 5025 meters in the Y-direction (402 pixels x 
12.5 meters). These results show that the accuracy of corner points in the leader file is 
about 600 meters in the range direction and 5 km in the azimuth direction. 
A second approach was taken to estimate the accuracy of corner points. Using the 
four corner points obtained from the leader file, we geocoded the SAR images using a 
linear rectification scheme. No terrain correction was made to compensate for layover 
effects. After the geocoding using only the four corner points, we compared the 
measured location (in polar stereographic coordinates) of the ground control point in the 
geocoded SAR image to the actual location (in polar stereographic coordinates) of the 
ground control point). 
X (in meters) Y (in meters) 
Geocoded Image 1651445 1965134 
Actual Location 1651667 1969350 
Difference 222 4216 
Both results show that the error of the corner points in the azimuth direction is 
about the same (~5 km) and is the main source of error. 
11.3.2 Results 
Since the error of SAR frame corner points is mainly in the azimuth direction, the 
difference of SAR frame and SPA prediction in X direction (shown in Figure 11.10) 
seems to be mainly due to an error in SPA prediction. The difference is about 5 km 
which corresponds to 5% error ( 5km out of 100 km) in SPA prediction. This falls within 
an acceptable tolerance. 
11.4 Scan Result File Accuracy Verification 
Scan result files are an initial ASCII product file produced from the scanning of 
satellite signal data. The coordinates generated are based on the predicted orbit. The 
scan result files used in this analysis were processed prior to July 20, 1997. 
There are three main questions concerning the accuracy of scan result file that will be 
addressed here: 
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1) What is absolute location error of scan result file?

2) Is swath width from scan result file equal to the actual image width?

3) Is azimuth direction length from scan result file equal to the actual image length?

To answer first two questions, we used the results of the SPA verification (see 
section 11.3) and included the four corner information obtained from the SRF files 
(Figure 11.12). The differences between the four corner point information obtained from 
the image leader file and that obtained from the scan result file in the range and azimuth 
directions are 1.1 km and 6 km, respectively. 
Image 
Header 
File 
Figure 11.12. Same as figure 1 but the frame from scan result files are added (dotted 
rectangles). 
To answer the third question, we used a tie point approach. First we plotted a 
portion of orbit 5040 and its frames from scan result file (see Figure 11.13). The distance 
of the four adjacent frames were measured to be 228.5km from the top of the first frame 
to the bottom the last frame. We mosaicked the corresponding S AR images together 
using tie points inside the overlapping areas (geocoding in relative sense) (see Figure 
14

11.14). The assumption made was that each pixel size is 12.5 m in ground. The measured 
distance from four-image mosaic was about 234.4 km. 
11.4.1 Results 
1) The accuracy of scan result file in range direction is estimated to be about 800 m 
(1100 m - 300 m). The accuracy of scan result file in azimuth direction is estimated 
to be about 2 to 3 km. 
2)	 As shown in Figure 11.12, the swath width is about 25 km wider than the actual 
image width. This is too serious of an error !! and is unacceptable. 
3) The estimated azimuth distance from scan result file is about 5.9 km shorter than the 
distance estimated from four image mosaic over four frames (1.475 km /frame). 
Figure 11.13. Portion of frames from orbit 5040. Measure distance (top to bottom) of 
four adjacent frame is about 228.5 km. 
15 
Four image mosaic from orbit 5040

Scale 
Kilometers 
20 
Figure 11.14. Mosaic of four frames from 5040 orbit. Frames used are 652,653,654,655. 
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11.5 Fastscan vs. ASF processed SAR data 
To check the accuracy of fastscan .jpg file, we compared the image data (jpg) and 
corresponding CUF file with ASF processed SAR data and its corresponding leader file. 
First we compared the coverage of the fastscan image with that of ASF processed SAR 
image data. The result is shown in Figure 11.15. This composite was created by using tie 
points in the overlapping area. The red layer (to the right) is from fastscan and blue and 
green layer (to the left) is from the ASF processed image. As shown in Figure 11.15 the 
discrepancy in azimuth direction is about 4 km and in range direction is about 6 km. Four 
corner points from the leader file and fastscan CUF file were obtained and compared with 
each other. The result is shown in Figure 11.16. The discrepancy in azimuth direction is 
about 8 km and in range direction is about 18 km. The following is the four corner points 
used for this plot. 
Four corner points from Leader File 5261-630

Latitude Longitude X Y

-70.4281387 159.8045197 743172.082 -2020374.362

-69.6849747 161.3800812 713962.872 -2119060.514

-69.8665466 157.6669464 841949.242 -2049515.784

-69.1421661 159.2785492 812779.563 -2148525.674

Four corner points from C U F 5261-002

Latitude Longitude X Y

-70.5119444 159.3358333 756359.831 -2005440.445

.69.774444 160.9311111 _j 727263.041 -2103904.309

-69.9436111 157.2088889 854956.378 -2034744.443

-69.2244444 158.836667 825983.733 -2133561.990

11.5.1 Results 
As previously shown, the accuracy of the four corner points from the leader file is 
about 5 km in azimuth direction. There is an 8 km difference between the leader file and 
the CUF in the azimuth direction. Additional information regarding the fastscan products 
needs to be obtain prior to any conclusions. 
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Figure 11.15. Comparison of fastscan image (*.jpg) and ASF processed SAR data. The 
orbit and frame number used were 5261 and 730, respectively. 
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Figure 11.16. Comparison of four comer points obtained from the leader file and CUF. 
11.6 New SRF and New ASP SAR image leader file comparison 
Three geographic areas include Dumont 'Urville, Rothera Station, and McMurdo 
Station. 
11.6.1 Dumont 'Urville 
The orbit and frames used for this analysis are 5119-621 and 5262-620 (Dumont 
'Urville). As shown in Figure 11.17, the problem of the old SRFs (processed prior to 
July 20, 1997) which have larger coverage in range direction has been resolved in the 
new SRFs. But the length in the azimuth direction is now elongated by about 17 km 
compared with both the old SRFs and the newly processed ASP header file (processed 
after July 20,1997). 
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Figure 11.17. Comparison of new SRF and Old SRF. Same as Figure 3 but SPA is not 
shown. 
11.6.2 Rothera Station 
The same test was performed over Rothera Station on Adelaide Island (Orbit­
frames: 5113-623 and 5213-625). The same problem is shown in Figure 11.18. The 
filled rectangle represents the new SRFs and the surrounding rectangles represent the four 
corner point coverage obtained from the ASP image leader file. There is still about a 17 
km offset in azimuth direction in both frames. From Figure 11.17 and Figure 11.18 we 
have concluded that new SRFs are about 17 km longer coverage map than the ASP image 
header file information. 
11.6.3 McMurdo Station 
Another test was performed over the McMurdo Station on Ross Island (Orbit­
frames: 5059-665 and 7816-686). The results (Figure 11.19) showed that not only was 
there al7 km offset in azimuth direction but about 50 km shift in the location between 
new SRF and image frame. This should be noticed!! As shown in Figure 11.19, the 
leader files of the two images are shifted about 50 km. The location of old SRF in 
relation to the image header in 5059-665 frame can not be resolved. 
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Figure 11.18. Test area over Rothera Island. 5113-623 and 5213-624 are compared with 
new SRF and ASP image header file. 
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Figure 11.19. Test area is over McMurdo Station . Two images 5059-665 and 7816-686 
are used. 
11.6.4 Results 
We tested 5 new SRFs with ASP image headers. Out of 5, three new SRFs have 
problems with azimuth direction elongation (about 17 km). Two of the five not only have 
the same problems with azimuth direction elongation, in addition the have a major shift 
in the azimuth direction. Subsequently, the shift in the azimuth direction has been 
addressed and resolved by ASF. However the problem with elongation in the azimuth 
direction will not be resolved prior to the AMM. 
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